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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem 

In statistical Investigations we are sometimes faced 

with the problem of estimating a common mean by combining 

the individual estimates or this parameter which have been 

obtained from a: series of experiments. The variances ot 
the estimates may differ among the experiments due to a var-

iety ot causes1 tor example, variations ln the experimental 

skill or the te~hnlclans conducting the experiments; varl-

attons· in the degree or control or external conditions, and, 
possibly, the fact that thls parameter may have been only ot 
secondary interest in some ot these experiments. 

We shall not consider any laboratory bias or personnel 

bias, but shall consider, primarily, the problem or estimat-

ing Jointly the common mean and the individual variances. In 
the simple situation or combining two independent estimates 

of a mean, a natural approach is to find the weighted mean. 

The reciprocals of the estimated variances ot the individual 

sample means, from the separate experiments, ar• used as 

weights. However, this method does not take into account 

the fact that our independent sample means are estimates of 

a common mean. One way of taking this into account ls to 

Jointly estimate the common mean and the individual variances 

by finding the weighted mean and the individual variances 

about the weighted mean. Thus, the estimation or a common 
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mean is Interrelated with the estimation of variances. 

The procedure which will be developted for estimating 

jointly the common mean and the Individual variances ls to 

take the weighted estimate, obtained by using the usual 

weights (the reciprocals ot the estimates of the variances 

ot the Individual estimates) as an 1n1t1al value. Iteration 

ls performed by taking this estimate of the mean and recal-

cul at lng weights by first obtaining sums of squares about 

the initial estimate and then computing new estimates ot the 

variances. The second estimate of the weighted mean ls ob-

tained using the new weights. The limit m of this sequence 

ls then taken as the (final) estimate of the common mean. 
Further, the weights used ln the final stage ot the Iteration 

are functions of the (final) estimates or the Individual 

var lances. 

Situations where Joint estimates or a coJ'IDDon mean and 

lndlvldual variances may be desired area (1) Two labora-

tory groups may conduct independent experiments to determine 

the ratio or charge to mass or an electron. A combined esti-

mate or this ratio ls desired as well as a measure of the 

variation tor each group which, In some way, utllices the 

tact that the two groups are estimating the same parameter. 

(2) Two groups test Independently the tensile strength ot a 

certain lot or steel. A combined estimate or the tensile 

strength ls desired and a measure or the variation tor each 
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group. (J) A producer or concrete employs two laboratories 

to test Independently the strength ot certain batches ot his 

product. He requires the combined estimate or the concrete's 

strength and a measure of the variation tor each laboratory. 

(4) Two laboratories independently measure the tensile 

strength and yielding point ot an alwalnum casting. The re-

sults may be combined to estimate jointly by Iteration the 

common means tor tensile strength and yielding point, as well 

as tor each laboratory the variances tor tensile strength and 

yielding point, and also the covariance tor tensile strength 

and yielding point. 

1.2 Review ot Literature 

Cochran (1937) discussed problems of estimation which 

arise ln the analysts ot a aeries ot similar experiments. He 

suggested the method ot maximum likelihood with the provision 

that a successive approximations procedure be used whenever 

variances must be estimated In addltlon to the means. Yates 

and Cochran (1938) gave some practical techniques for the 

analysis ot groups or experiments. Yates (1939), In combin-

ing tvo estimates ot a common mean, also used the maximum 

likelihood method, but proposed a graphical solution for the 

common mean. 

Yates (1940) Introduced the Idea or recovery or informa-

tion In the analysis of Incomplete block designs and derived 

formulae for obtaining lntrablock and lnterblock estimates ot 
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the same parameter. These estimates were then combined by 

weighting with the reciprocals of their variances. Since 

the variances were unknown, estimates or them were used in 

the formulae. Rao (1947) applied the method ot maximum 

likelihood to the joint density tunctlon ot the intrablock 

and interblock estimates and, after substituting estimates 

ot the variances, secured results equivalent to those ob-

tained by Yates. James (19$6) used the method or Yates 

(1940) tor combining two Independent estimates or a param-

eter and prepared tables to be used in determining cont1-

dence limits tor the parameter being estimated. 

More recently, the methods ot Yates and Rao tor com-

bining the lntrablock and lnterblock estimates or a vector 

of means were compared by Sprott (1956) and extended by 

Fraser (1957). Also, Zelen (1957) developed a dlfterent 

type of lntrablock analysis and obtained two statistically 

independent F-ratlos tor significance testing. He then 

combined the two F-ratlos to make a single test of slgnlt-

lcance. 

Except for Cochranfs suggestion (1937), the methods 

mentioned above tor comblnlng estimates ot a mean use 

formulae derived under the assumption that the weights are 

known and the estimates of these weights are substituted 

into the formulae. In contrast, Neyman and Scott (1948) 
proposed a procedure for estimating jointly the common mean 
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and unknown variances when there exists a sat or "partially 

consistent" observations. The observations were called 

•partially consistent• it the set or unknown parameters tor 

the population were lnflnlte in number and could be split 

into two parts as follows: 

(1) A finite set (called structural parameters) which 

appear ln the probablllty laws or an infinity ot random 

variables ot the sequence [ x1 J • With respect to the 

structural parameters the sequence f x1J ls said to be con-

slstent. (2) An lntinlte set (called lncldental parameters) 

each ot which appears in the probability laws of only a rt"· 
nlte number ot the random variables considered. Only ttruct-

ural parameters are estimated by Neyman and Scott, and an 

example ls given tor the Joint estimation or the common mean 

and unequal variances when several groups ot data are com-

bined. 

Mantel (1955) has also considered a special case ot 
Joint estimation ln which each estimate ls based upon a 

single observation. However, the general problem of Joint 

estimation or means and unknown variances has received 

little attention. 

1.3 Objectives ot this Dissertation 

ln this study we shall be concerned with two random 

samples, each sample arising trom a set or Independent ob-

servations made on a normal population. The two normal 
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populations may be either univariate or multivariate (pro-

vided the populations have the same number or variates) 

and are to be parametrically related ln that the means are 

assumed to be equal. We shall endeavor to estimate Jolntl7 

the common mean (or means) and all other unknown parameters 

or the two populations. 

We shall first Jointly estimate the parameters ln the 

univariate case by the Iteration procedure discussed above. 

Secondly, we shall set up the equations for maximum likell~ 

hood estimation and show that the Iteration estimates are 

solutions of the likelihood equations, though they are not 

necessarily the maximum likelihood estimates. We shall 

show, however, that the iteration estimates are identical 

with the estimates obtained by Fisher's Method, provided 

that (1) the Information Matrix ls recalculated at each 

stage of the successive approximations, and (2) the ini-

tial estimates ot parameters are equivalent In the two 

methods. Further, we shall do empirical sampling tram two 

univariate normal populations, using the IBM 6SO Computer, 

and compare the iteration estimates with the maximum like-

lihood and other estimates. This comparison will indicate 

that the iteration estimates (which always comprise an 

unique set) either are identical with the maximum likeli-

hood estimates or differ from them by only a small amount. 

We shall extend the technique ot Joint estimation of param-
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eters to th• 1111ltlvarlate case by solving almultaneoualy 

the llkelthood equations by a method ot iteration. 

We shall also Illustrate the calculations Involved 

ln obtaining Joint estimates ot means and variances tor 
(1) a univariate case, Section 2.4, and (2) a hlvarlate 

case, Section 4.5. 
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11. JOINT ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS IN THE UNIVARIATE 

CASE BY ITERATION 

2.1 ObJectlves, Definitions, and Notation 

In this chapter we shall consider independent random 

samples from two univariate populations. These populations 

are assumed to have the same mean, µ, and f lnite variances 

which may or may not be equal. We are interested in obtain-

ing Joint estimates or the unknown parameters by an itera-

tion procedure. 

Let X and Y be random variables with a common mean, µ, 

and respective variances ax2 and oy2• Let x1, x2, ••• , xn 
x 

and y1, y2, ••• , Yny be the two sets of Independent obser-

vations (or measurements) made on these variables. We shall 

detlne our sample means and sample variances as follows: 

(2.1.1) 
1 n 

- - x' x. ~~1' 

(2.1. 2) 
2 1 n 

s • n zX (xi 
x )l.l=l 

-)2 - x , 

The choice of the sample size as the divisor in computing 

the sample variance has been made because of the fact that 

the iteration procedure ls closely related to maximum like-

lihood estimation as will be shown in Section 3.3. However, 

in all the mathematical developments to follow, the divisor 



n may be replaced by n - 1 lf so desired. 

Nov, let m denote the weighted mean which ls to be our 

estimate of the common mean ~· Also, let 

and 

(2.1.4) 

be the respective estimates of the variances o! and a;. 
The subscript, I, la affixed to slgnlty that the estimates 

are obtained through iteration. 

2.2 Development or the Iteration Procedure 

We have 'i and y as independent estimates ot ~ vlth 

s!(I) and j;(l) as estimates ot a! and a;, respectively. 

Hence, •!ci>/nx and s;(I)/ny are respective estimates or 

- -the variances ot x and Y• Ccnsequently, our weighted mean m 

may be expressed as 

(2.2.1) 
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We may also write (2.1.3) and (2.1.4) as 

(2.2.3) 

and 

(2.2.4) 

If we now 

(2.2.$) 

and 

(2.2.6) 

let 

2 2 c- )2 sx(l) • sx + x - m 

2 
sy(l) 

2 
wy • ny sx (I) , 

we may write (2.2.2), by using (2.2.5) and (2.2.6), as 

m a (wx • i' + wy • y)/(wX + WY) • 

2 2 The estimates m, sx(l) , and sy(l) are, obtained from 

(2.2.8) mr • (wx:r • x + wy:r • y)/(wx:r + wy:r> 

tor r a O, 1, 2, ••• , by an Iteration procedure, where, for 

1 h = 2 • 2 lnltia values, we c oose wx:O nx sy and wy:O ny sx • 

These values are substituted in (2.2.S)Jto give 

(2.2.9) m0 • {nxs; • i' + nys; • y)/(nxs; + nys!> • 

We may write (2.2.9) in the equivalent form 

(nx • i' + ~ • y)/(nx + ~} ' 
~ -z ~ -z 
SX Sy SX Sy 

c2.2.10> mo -

which depicts clearly the initial value for m mentioned In 

Section 1.1. 
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For r = l, 2, 3, ••• , we take 

(2.2.11) 

and 
(2.2.12) 

To obtain successive estimates, the value for m0 , from 

(2.2.9), is substituted in (2.2.11) and (2.2.12) to get 

These values, in turn, are substituted in 
.~ 

(2.2.8) to get m1 • The process is continued until the de-

sired accuracy ls acquired for the estimates. Tha iteration 

estimate m or the common mean µ ts the limit of mr as r 

tends to infinity. In Section 2~3, we shall show that this 

limit exists. The iteration est(~~te, s~(I) , ot a; ts given 

by (2.2.3) or it may be determined from (2.2.12) as 

(2.2.13) 2 
5 x(I) = ~!~ wy:r / nx • 

Similarly, from (2.2.11), 

(2.2.14) 2 I ny, sy( 1 ) • 1 lm wx :r 
"'CIC> 

ts the iteration estimate of a; . 
2.3 Convergence of the Iteration Procedure 

To insure that the iteration procedure determin~an 

estimate for µ which is unique, we must prove that the 

sequence f mrJ converges to come constant (which we have 

arbitrarily called m) as r tends to infinity. First, we 
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note that wx:r and wy:r , defined by (2.2.11) and (2.2.12), 

are positive quantities. From (2.2.8) it ls clear that •r 

ls bounded by i and Y• That ls, the sequence f mrj as r 

tends to inrtnlty, ls a bounded sequence. Further, tor all 

r, the quantities (y - i), (y - •r), and (mr - i) have the 

same sign. Using (2.2.8), we obtain 

<2•3.l) mr+l - •r • (vx:r+t•i' + vysr+1•Y)/(wx:r+l + wysr+1> 

- (wx:r•i' + wy:r•Y)/(wxtr + wy:r~ • 

Combining the two tractions ln the right member ot (2.3.1), 
we may write 

<2·3·2> •r+l - •r • (y - i')(wx:r•wy:r+l - wx:r+t•vy:r>/Dr 

where Dr• (vx:r + wy:r><vxtr+l + wy:r+l> ls a positive 

quantity tor all r. Using (2.2.11) and (2.2.12), we may 

write the numerator ln the right member ot (2.3.2) as 

(2.3.3) (y • x)(wx:r•Wy:r+l • Wx:r+t•Wy:r) 

• nxny(y - i') {L:"'s; + (y - •r-1>2-7 

• L""•! + Ci - •r>2-7 - L:"'a; + (y - •r>2-7 

• L:"'s! + Ci' - •r-1>2-7} • 

For brevity we wlll write Q • (y - i')(vxar•wy:r+l 
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- vx1r+1 •vy:r> • 

By algebraic manipulation, (2.3.3) aay be written as 

(2.3.q.) Q • nx1\r(y - i') [ s! f:('y - •r-1 )2 - (y - •r>2J 

+ s; C<i - •r>2 - (i - •r-1>2..7+£:.(y • •r-1>2 

• Ci - •r>2 - (y - •r)2(i' - •r-1 )2J} • 

Slmpllcatlon of (2.3.4) gives 

c2.3.s> Q • nx!)t<Y' .. x> { si CZi<•r - •r-t > - <•~ - ·~-t >J 

+ •: C<•: - ·~-1) - 2i"(mr • •r-1>J 
+ (y - i')(•r - •r-1>C<•r - i)(y - •r-1) 

+ <•r-1 - i') (y - •r>J} • 
We aay nov factor out the common term (•r - •r-l) ln the 

right member or (2.3.S) and get 

c2.3.6> o • nxny<•r - •r-i > [ s; <Y' - x>C<'Y - •r> 

+ (y - •r-1>..7 + .; (y - i)~(•r - x) 

+ <•r-1 • i)J + (y .. X> 2C<•r • i')(y - mr-1) 

+ <•r-1 - i) (y - 14r) J} • 
Recalling that (y • i'), (y - ~), and (mr • x) have the same 

algn tpr •Jl r, ve see that the eoettlcient ot (•r - mr-l) In 

/ 
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the right member of (2.3.6) ls positive. We may then write 

(2.3,6) as Q • (mr - •r-l) • Q•, where Q' ls the ator•-

mentloned positive quantity. Returning to (2.3.2), we now 

have mr+l - •r • (mr - •r-l) • 0'/Df where both Q' and Dr 

are positive quantities. Therefore, (mr+l - •r) has the 

same slgn as (mr - •r-i>• This implies that the sequence 

fmrJ as r tends to lntlnlty, ls a monotone sequence which 

Increases If •i>-O and decreases tr •i<'llo • Since {•rJ, 
as r tends to lntinlty, ls a bounded, monotone sequence, ve 

conclude f:see Sokolnlkott (1939), P• 14..7 that the limit ot 

•r• as r tends to lntlnlty, exists. We shall call this 

limit m and say that through the Iteration procedure, •r 

converges to m. 

2.4 A Nwnerlcal Example 

The Department ot Public Works of the City ot Louis-

ville regularly produces concrete cylinders which it wishes 

to test for compressive strength after letting the concrete 

set tor a fixed number or days. The producer assumes that 

the compressive strength ot a particular lot ot cylinders 

la normally distributed wlth mean µ and verlance a2• Froa 
a certain lot or cylinders produced under fairly Identical 

condltlons, two random samples (usually small ln size) are 

taken and sent to dltferent testing laboratories. Each 

laboratory measures th• compressive strength tor each 
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cylinder ln lts Sa.D.lple and computes the mean and variance 

for the sample. Heretofore, the sample means have been 

combined to obtain the grand mean which ls taken as the 

estimate tor µ. However, 1t ls thought that the estimate 

ot µ may be Improved by using the method or this chapter to 

combine the sample means and variances to obtain Jointly an 

estimate ot µ and measures ot the precision of each labpra-

t.ory. 

For the data• given In Table 2.1 below, the compress-

ive strength was measured after 28 days to the n~urest ten 

pounds per square inch. The sets ot measurements from the 

two laboratories are denoted by X and Y, respectively, and 

are given ln Table 2.1. 

TABLE 2.1 

Compressive Strength of Concrete Cylinders 

Laboratory X Laboratory Y 

2$10 2$60 2290 ~o 
2620 2640 2730 2990 
~80 2790 2790 2910 

30 2650 2350 2$70 
2700 2730 •••• • • • • 

_. Courtesy or Professor A. H. Barnes, Department or 
Clv11 Englneerlng, Speed Sctentltlc School, University 
of Loulsvllle, Loulsvtlle, Kentucky 
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By using (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) wlth nx• 

find i • 2651, s! • 11,849, y• 26JS, and 

Using (2.2.9), we tlnd the Initial value 

10 and ny• 8, we 
2 Sy • 59,175. 

mo. 10<59,115><2651>. ac11,a49><26J5>. 2, 648•79• 
10(59,175) + 8(11,849) 

Then, trom (2.2.11) and (2.2.12), 

wxil • 10L:""'59,17S + (2635 - 2,648.79) 2_7 = 593,652, 

Wy:l • 8[""11,849 + (2651 - 2,648.79)2_7 • 94,831. 

Using (2.2.8), the second estimate is round to be 

ml • S9J,6S2 (2651) + 94,831 (2635) • 2, 648•80• 
593,652 + 94,831 

Continuing the Iteration procedure, we find trom (2.2.11) 

and (2.2.12) vx: 2 • 593,654 and wy 12 • 94,831. Substi-

tution ln (2.2.8) gives m2 = 2,648.80. Since m2 agrees 

with m1::t.o two decimal places, m • 2,648.80 ls taken as 

the iteration estimate ot ~· This value dlfters from the 

grand me&n ot 2,643.89 by approximately five pounds per 

square Inch. From (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), •!ci> • 11,854 and 

s;(l) • 59,365 are the respective iteration estimates of 

o! and a; which are indicative ot the precision or each 

1 ab oratory. 
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111. JOINT ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS IN THE 

UNIVARIATE CASE BY MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 

3.1 Objectives and Assumptions 

Let. X and Y be two independent random variables norm-

ally distributed with a common mean µ and respective var!-

2 2 ances "x and "y• 2 2 We shall assume that µ, oy, and ay are 

unknown and we wish to estimate th•m by the method or maxi-

mum likelihood. We shall set up the likelihood equations 

and consider tour methods for solving them simultaneously. 

We shall show that the iteration procedure ot Section 2.2 

yields estimates ot the parameters which satlsty the like-

lihood equations, and we shall show the conditions under 

which these estimates may dltfer from the maximum llkell-

hood estimates. In addition, we shall show that, under 

certain conditions, the estimates obtained by the iteration 

procedure ot Section 2.2 are identical with the estimates 

obtained by Fisher·• s Method where the Information Matrix ls 

used. 

To accomplish the estimation, we shall make nx inde-

pendent observations on the X-variable and ny independent 

observations on the Y-varlable. The resulting sample means 

and sample variances have been defined previously by (2.1.1) 
and ( 2.1. 2) • 
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3.2 Likelihood Equations 

We shall call the equations for jointly estimating th• 

unknown parameters by the method ot mBJDlmum likelihood the 

likelihood equations. Let L represent the natural logarithm 

ot the Joint. likelihood tunct_lon of X and Y. Thus 

(3.2.1) L • L(X, YJ 11, 2 02) ox, y 
1 

log a! + ny • - ~C<nx + ny) log 2w + nx log 

n 
- 11) 2/a; + ~Y (yJ .. 111 2/a;._, . + zX (xl 

l•l J•l 

The likelihood equations result from equating to zero the 

partial derivative of L with respect to each parameter. 

The likelihood equations for Jointly estimating the 

parameters ot Section 3.1 ares 

"x <X - ~> + ~ <Y - ~> • o, 
s 2 + (x - ~)~ s + (y - ~)2 x y 

~2 • ! ~x (x _ ~)2 = 9 2 + (x _ 11>2, 
x nx l•l l x 

~2 • ! ;y (yj - ~)2 •• 2 + (y - ~2. 
Y ny J•l y 

02 
y 

A single circumflex will be used with any set of estimates 

which satlsf ies the llkellhood equations. Wher•as, a 

double circumflex will be used with the set of estimates 

which both satisfies the likelihood equations and maximizes 

the Joint likelihood function. 



The maximum likelihood estimates or µ~ o~. and a; are 

~ "2 "2 ~. 'Ox• and 1sy• respectively. 

3.3 Solution of the Likelihood Equations 

The likelihood equation (3.2.2), when cleared or trae-

t•onJ, ls 

(3.3.1) nx(x - ~>t:s; + (y - µ> 2..7 + ny(y - ~)~s; 

+ Ci - -µ> 2J • o. 
or 
(3.3.2) 

It (3.3.2) is arranged as a polynomial in ~ and then divid-

ed by the coettlcient ot 1',3, we obtain an equation equiva-

lent to ().2.2): 

(3.3.3) 

where 

rc{1> = µJ - A1l,2 + aµ - c = o, 

A= f:'nx x + ~,j' + 2(nx y + ny x)J/(nx + ny) , 

B = f:'nx<s; + y2) + ')res; + x2> 

+ 2(nx + ny)i yJ/Cnx + !),>• 

ca r-n (s2 + y2)x + n (s2 + i2>Y" 7/(n + n ). L.. x y y x -· ,J, x y 

Equation (3.3.3) is a cubic equation Jn~ with real coet-
A flcients and has, therefore, at least one real root for µ. 
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Substitution ot ~ into (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) determines the 

estimates ~2 and 'd2 x y• Consequently, a set ot maximum llkell-

·hood estimates (not necessarily unique) will always exist. 

Various methods have bean proposed tor securing approx-

imate solutions for ~ from the likelihood equations. Yates 

(1939) suggested a graphical solution. His method consists 

ot writing ().2.2) ln two parts. The tlrat part ls a cubic 

depending only on sample· al&es, while the second part la 

linear and depends on both sample sizes and se.mple variances. 

~ The value or µ ls then obtained as the abscissa of the inter-

section ot a straight line and a cubic curve. 

A second method tor finding ~ ls to write (3.3.2) in 

the form 

It ls seen that (3.3.4) ls Identical with (2.2.2) with m re-
/\ ,.. 

placed by µ. Thus, µ may be round by the Iteration proce-

dure ot Section 2.2, and lt follows that the Iteration 

2 2 estimates m, sx(l)' and •y(l) constitute a solution tor the 

system of likelihood equations. 

A third method of some merit for tinding ~ la the 

Newt.on-Raphson Method £:see Kuns (1957), p. 10..:J. We start 
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with {3.3.3). /\ µ is obtained by successive approximations 

using 

(3 .3.5) 

Substitution of (3.3.3) into (3.3.5) gives 

(J.J.6) ar+l = ar - (a) - Aa2 + Ba - C)/(Ja2-2Aa +B) r r r r · r 

= (2a3 - Aa2 + C)/(3a2 - 2Aa + B). r r r r 

A convenient choice tor a 0 is the m0 defined by (2.2.9). 

The Newton-Raphson Method may readily be extended to 

the Joint estimation of several parameters. 

eters be denoted by a 1, { = 1, 2, ••• I k, 

Let the param-

and set s 1 = ~ 
J01 

where L is defined by (J.2.1). We wish to solve the system 
,.. 

of equations, si = O, for e1• 

let r 1J = d2 L and let F represent the matrix com-
Jei ~J 

posed of the elements flJ' 1,J = 1, 2, ••• , k. If ai:O is 

a set of approximate solutions of si = O, used as first 

approximations to ~i' and r 1J ls a typical element of F- 1, 

then a set of second approximations are obtained by 

9 l: l = 0 l :O • { ~ t 1JsJ j . The process may be con-
l J=l 01 = 01:0 



/\ tinued and we would expe~t the e11 r to converge to the e1 

as r tends to inf inlty~ In matrix form, the equation tor 

for the successive approximations ls er+l • er - ~F-1 s._l.0 • 
r 

In practice, the matrix, F, ls usually not recalculated at 

every stage due to the labor involved. 

A fourth method, quite general In form, for finding 

approximate solutions to the likelihood equations, ls attri-

buted to Fisher and is illustrated by Stevens (1951) and Rao 

(1952, P.165). lt differs from the Newton-Raphson Method 

only that the element t 1J ls replaced by its expected value. 

Thus, if hlJ • ~ E(f 1J)' we obtain 

(3.3.7) al•r+l = ei:r + S ~ hlJsJJ e e , 
• lJ=l 1 • l:r 

or ln matrix form 

= e • r 

The matrix, H, ls commonly called the Information Matrix, 

and due to the labor involved, is usually not adjusted 

(1.e. recalculated) at every stage of the approximations. 

However, if H ls adjusted at every stage, and if, in addi-

tion, we take el:O equivalent to the initial estimates of 

the iteration procedure of Section 2.2, we shall show that 

the two methods produce identical estimates tor the param-

eters of Section 3.1. 
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To Illustrate the Fisher technique, we shall estimate 

the parameters of Section 3.1. Let 

el = "'' 
The elements of the column matrix, S, in (3.3.8) are 

s1 • dL , where L ls given by (3.2.1J~ Thus, 
d8i 

(3.3.10) 

(3 .J .11) 

s • dL • Px (i' • µ.) + ~ (y - µ.) 
1 d'iL .. 2 2 

ox oy 

s2 • dL • nx rs2 + (i' - µ.)2J - nx 
~ 2;: x 20! 

.. ~ C•! + ex ... e1 >2 - eµ, 
282 

and, slmllarly, 

CJ.3•12> , 3 • JL2 -~cs;+ <Y'- e1>2 - a3J. 
day 2e3 

The elements of the matrix, H, are hlJ • - E( d2i_ )c 
CJe 1 C)e J 

Thus, h11 • - E{ d2l_) • - E(-n /o2 - n /o2) 
~ x x y y 

-= nx /o~ + ny /o; m (nx e3 + Dy e2)/e2 e3, 
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J 2i { nx 2 2 nx j 
h22 = - EC J 2 t.J • - E ~·x + Ci' - µ) J + ;ff 

(ax) 0x x 

= nx /2~ a nx /2 e~. 

S1mllarly, hJ) • ~ /2 9~ • Since E(x) = E(y) = µ, it is 

clear that hlJ = 0 for 1 , j, and that H is a diagonal 

matrix. 

(3.3.13) 

{J.J.14} 

The elements of H-1 are readily found to be 

hll = 62 93 / (nx 93 + 11y 92)• 

h22 = 2 a2 In 2 x• 

h3 3 = 2 e 2 I n 3 y• 

(3.3.16) h 1J • 0 for 1 ;. J. 
Substituting (3.3.10) to (3,3.16) Into (3.3.7), we obtain 

(3.3.17) el:r+l = elsr + ~nxeJ:ri" + nye2rrY - (nxeJ:r 

+ nye2:r>e1,r-7/<nxeJ:r + nye2:r> 

(3 .3 .18) 

and, sim11arly, 

2 ,- )2 (3.3.19) eJ:r+l = sy + Y - el:r • 

If for the first approximations of e1, we take 0l:O • 1Do 
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£:as defined by (2.2.9)..7, 2 = s , y, 

then (3.3.17), (3.3.16), and (3.3.19) are equivalent, 

respectively, to (2.2.8), (2.2.12), and (2.2.11). There-

fore, the estimates of the parameters obtained by letting 

r tend to infinity are identical. The iteration pro-

cedure proposed in this dissertation eliminates any need 

tor calculating and inverting the H matrix at each stage 

of the approximations. In the example shown above, 

Flsher·'s Method requires 32 arithmetic operations at each 

stage without adjusting H, plus 3 additional ones to 

adjust Hand compute a new H-1• The proposed iteration 

procedure requires only 13 arithmetic operations to pro-

duce results ldentlcal to the estimates secured after 35 
operations by Fisher's Method. 

3-4 Comparison of the Iteration Estimates with Maximum 

Likelihood Estimates 

lf equation (3.3.3) has a single real root (or three 

ldenttcal roots) tor ~. then µa m = ~. That is, when 

the llkellhood equations have an unique solution, the 

iteration procedure of Section 2.2 produces the maximum 

likelihood estimates or the parameters. However, (3.3.3) 
may have three real, distinct roots. An examination of 

L in (3.2.1) reveals that as µtends to either positive 

or negative infinity, L becomes negatively lnf lnite. 
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I\ 
Since L ls a continuous function with respect to µ, 1l must 

be one of the two extreme values. If the three real, dis-

t. lnct roots are denoted by -µa• ~. and i?e where ~a~~ .C:. ~c' 

I\ A ~ then L(µa) and L(µc) are maxima while L(~) ls a relative 

minimum. ~ A ~ Thus, µ ls equal to either µa or µe• Numerical 

examples will be given in Appendix Section C to show that 

"' "' ;"'\ the iteration root m may be either µ8 , ..,,, or µc• 

The conditions under which three real distinct roots 

exist will be established in Appendix Section A. In Appen-

dix Section B some discussion will be given on the proba-

bility or the occurrence of three real distinct roots. 

These investigations indicate that the probability of ob-

taining three real distinct roots from the likelihood 

equation (3.3.3) ls small. The results of empirical sam-

pling to be shown in Chapter VI support this contention. 

They further indicate that, in the cases where three real 

roots exist, the lteratlon estimate ls usually also the 

maximum likelihood estimate. and in the cases where the 

two differ, the difference ls relatively small. Conse-

quently, it appears feasible to estimate the parameters 

by the iteration procedure of Section 2.2 without concern 

tor possible maximum likelihood estimates. In any case, 

if strict maximum likelihood estimation ls desired when 
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three real roots are thought to exist, equation (3.3.3) 
may be reduced to a quadratic (after m has been round) 

A. 

and readily solved. ~ may then be easily ldentlfled. 
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IV. JOINT EST !MAT ION OF PARAMETERS IN THE BIVARIATE CASE 

4.1 Objectives, Det1n1tlons, and Assumptions 

Let X a (:~) and Y = ( YY2l) have independent 

bivariate normal distributions with a common vector ot 

means, µ = (:~) , and respective, nonsingular covariance 

matrices, Ex and %Y' which are not parametrically related. 

Symbnl!csl!y, 

:& = x ( ax,11 ax,12) 
0 x,12 °x,22 

(
a2 p a a ) • Xt xztl X2 , 
Px0x ax ax 1 2 2 

2 We shall assume that the parameters µ1, µ2, ox , Px' 
1 

est lmate them. 

To accomplish the estimation, we shall make nx inde-

pendent observations on X and ny Independent observations 

on Y, and solve the likellhood equations using an it.era-

t.lon procedure. 
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For the particular ease ln which we may assume that 

o2 = a2 atd o2 • o2 , a linear transtormatlon on 
xl x2 Yt Y2 

vectors X and Y is made to obtain new vectors vhose com-

ponents are uncorrelated before the Iteration procedure 

is employed. 

Follovlng the pattern ot Section 2.1, ve shall def!nec 

our sample statistics thus: 

1 n 
Xl • n :gX Xli' 

x i=l 

vhere ~, B = 1, 2. 

We shall let the vector m = (:~) be the iteration 

estimate of the common vector ot means, ~· Also, we 

shall let 

(4.1.6) 

and 

(4.1.7) 
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where sx,aB(I) and sy,a.B(I) are the respective iteration 

estimates of ax,a.B and oy,a.B • 

4.2 Likelihood Equations 

Employing matrix notation, we have for the natural 

logarithm or the Joint likelihood ot X and Y : 

(4.2.1) L = L(X, Y; µ, Zx, Zy) = - {nx + ny) log 2w 

1 nx , 
- - Z Cx 1 - µ) 

2 l=l 

The likelihood equations for estimating Jointly 

the parameters £:See Anderson (1958), p. 48 and Mood {1950), 

P• 186J are: 

(4. 2.3) 

where a, B = 1, 2, and 

(4 4) r-(- /\) 11\.1J• re- /\) t ""-lJ' rl .2. nx '- x - µ Ex + ny '- y - µ !Y = ~ , 
where 9 ls a zero column vector, while 
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A ;"\ I ~ "" ' 1/2 <4• 2•6) Px = 0x,12 (ax,11°x,22·> • 

"""-1 A similar relationship holds tor ty • 

J 

~ ~ The maximum likelihood estimates µa, ax,a.B' and 

~ A A A 
ay,aB will be the set of values µa' ox,ctB' and ay,a.B' 

:·respectively, which maximizes L In (4.2.1). 

4.3 Solution of the Likelihood Eguatlons 

The likelihood equat.lons (4.2.2) a.nd (4.2.3) may be 

expressed as follows: 
/'I A2 - A 2 
0 x 11 • 0 x = 8x,11 + (xl - µ1) ' , 1 

(4.3.1) 

~x,12 = Px~x ~x • 9 x 12 + (xl - ~1l<i'2 - ~2), 
1 2 ' 

where sx,ll' sx, 22, and sx,l 2 are defined by (4.1.4). 
A /"- /\ Similar relationships hold for ay,ll' oy, 22, and oy, 12• 

Equation (4.2.4) may also be written £:see Fraser 

(1957), P• 815_7 
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(4 2 ) A ( ""-1.- A_l -) ( A-1 }l )-1 ·. .3. µ. = nx Ix ·x + ny zy •Y nx l:x + Dy Y • 

. A 1 
It we now substitute in (4.3.2) the values tor z; and 

.A i;1 from c4.2.$) and (4.2.6) and then perform the indl-

cated operations, we arrive at the following expressions 
/\ A tor µ.1 and µ.2 : 

where 

and 

vx, 2• wy,l' wy, 2, vxy, 2 are defined by the corresponding 

Interchanges of subscripts ln (4.3.5). It should be noted 

that vx,l + vy,l = vx, 2 + vy, 2 • 

An extension or the Iteration procedure of Section 

2.2 may be used to solve, simultaneously, equations 

(4.3.1) and (4.3.3). In (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) ve take 

sx aB and sy a.B' detined by (4.1.4) and (4.1.S), as our , , 
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Initial values or •x,a.B(l) and sy,a.B(l)' respectively. 

These values, in turn, give us initial values tor wx 1, , 
etc., In (4.3.5) by using (4.3.1). Thus, ml:r and m2:r 

are obtained from (4.3.3). Thessequences {ml:rJ and 

(m2:r} , as r tends to lntlnlty, may be expected to con-

/\ I\ verge to the values m1 a µ1 and m2 a µ2 which satisfy 

equations (4.2.3). .;'\ Substitutions ot m1 and m2 tor µ1 and 

~2 in C4e3e 1) SUppl l8S Val UeS for ~~ I ~; I ~XI 1-y2 I 1y2 I 
1 2 . 1 2 

A and Py• 

4.4 Use ot a Non-Singular Linear Transtonnatlon 

Rather than iterate at the stage mentioned in Section 

4.3, it appears desirable to tlrst transform the variables 

X and Y in such a manner as to obtain new uncorrelated var-

!ables. We would like to make an orthogonal linear trans-

formation, such as, U a T X and V = T Y, which produces 

diagonal covariance matrices tor Xu and iv• For one thing, 

' this requires that Eu = T tx T • This equation ls satls-

rled by T = (i -1) , vhere t • q + (q2 + 1)1/ 2 and 

q = <a! - ai )/2pxox ax • Since we must also have 
1 2 1 2 
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' iv = T !y T , the transtormat!on appears feasible only when 

o2;.~ = a 2 and o2 = ay22• For this case, T = (f -~) • 
xl X2 Y1 

The assumptton or equal variances, though restrictive, 

Js sometimes justltled. For example, aptitude tests, com-

monly administered to engineering school applicants, show 

equal variances in the scores on Mathematics and Physics. 

We wish, perhaps, to combine results or two different teats 

to obtain Jointly estimates ot the Mathematics and Physics 
\ 

aptitude scores along with their associated variances. 

For the particular case ln which we may assume 

o2 = a2 and a2 a o2 , dltterentlatlon ot {4.2.1) with 
xl x2 Y1 Y2 

respect to the parameters to be estimated yields equation 

" (4.2.4) tor µ, plus the following: 

~x,11 =~~a (t/2>L:9•x,ll + (il - ~1) 2 

+ 8 x,22 + Ci'2 - ~2> 2J, 
I' A.1\2 /\ A 
0 x,12 a Px0 x = 8x,12 + (i'l - µl)Ci'2 - µ2), 

(4.4.1} 
A = "o2 • ( /2) r-. (- /\ )2 0 y,11 y l l. 8 y,11 + Yt - µ1 

+ s + <Y'2 - ~2>2J, y,22 
/\ """2 /'- I\ 0 y,12 a Py"y = 8 y,12 + (yl - µ1)(y2 - µ2), 

where sx,ll' •x, 12, ·~,ll' and •y,l 2 are defined by {4.1.4) 
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and (4.1.5). 
Equation (4i.'2.4) may be solved (as be.fore) to obtain 

A A µ1 and µ2 as given by (4.3.3). However, equations (4.3.5} 

may now be given the simpler forms 

"x 1 - v 2 = v • n 112 r n -a2 + n a.2 , x, x x ~ . x y y x 

- Sy<nx~~: + ~x~:)_], 

(4.4.2) A 2A2 I\ A. 
"xy,l = "xy,2 • "xy = nxnyaxay(px - Py), 

W a .., = W m n..!'2 r-. Al + /\2 y,1 •y,2 y yax'- nyax nxay 

- ~x (nJ:O! + nx~:a:>J. 
We note that 

r-. 1'2~2 A A /\2 A2 2 "xy /(wx + wy) 111 '- nx"yaxay<Px - py)J/f:Cnxay + nyax) 

- (nx~~: + ny~x~!>2..7 

a rn n ~2~<P' • 'P' ) ..,/l(n ~2 + n..12 '- • x y x y x y J• '- x y y x 

+ n ~ ~2 + n _ _g ~2) (n 1,2 + n._~2 xyy y-XX xy yx 
~ A2 /\ 1'2 _] - nxpyay - nypxox) 

"2 A 1\2 /\ • (1/4)~1\rax(l + Px> - nxoy(l + Py>:J 

I Cny~!{l + tx) + nJi;o + P;,>J 
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- ~ ) y 

/'-
- p ) y 

"2 A - nyox(l - px)..:J 

A2 I\ 
+ nyax(l - px).:J. 

Thus, we may write wxyl<wx + wy) = (1/4)(F1 + F2), where 

F1 and F2 are defined by their ordered parts in the preced-

!ng bracketed expression. We see that 

F1 = l - 2 n;:c1 + 'jjx>/Cny~~(l + ~x> + n;o;o + ~y>J-". 1, 

and also 

F1 = - 1 + 2 n 'd2 <1+; >lCn ~(l+~ ) + n -a2 c1+~ >J). - l • yx x - yx x xy y -

Hence, - l 5. F1 :: 1. Similarly, we get - 1 ~ F2 ~ 1. 

Theref'ore, J wxy /(wx + wy) I ~ 1/2. Consequently, 

I wxy•d 2 /(wx + wy) / L 1/2 \dz \ • Llkewi se, 

J wxy•d 1 /(wx + wy)} ~ 1/2 \ d1 I . If we put 

q 1 = (x1 + y1)/2 and q2 = Cx 2 + y2)/2, we have 

/<wx•x1 + Wy•y1 )/(wx + wy) - q 1 / !: l/2 {d1l and 

I (wx•x2 + Wy•Y'2>/Cvx + wy) - q2 } : 1/2 }d2J • 

Therefore, \ µ1 - q1 } ~ 1/2 ( \ d 1 I+ \d 2 I ) and 

/ti2 - q2 J ~ 1/2 { \ d 1 \ + Jd 2 \ ) • Consequently, values 

" " obtained tor µ1 and µ2 from equations (4.3.3) are bounded 
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That ls, ~l satisfies the Inequality mln (i'1, Y-1> 

- (1/2) /Y-2 - X-2 I~;~ max (xl, Y'1> + (1/2) }Y"2-i'2} • 
~ Slmllarly, tor µ2• 

lf we now proceed wlth the iteration or Section 4.3, 
{ml:r} and [•2:rf are bounded sequences as r tends to 

lnfinlty, and we would expect the sequences to converge to 

the values m1 a ~l and m2 = 1'.2 which satisfy equations 

If we desire a transformation of the variables X and Y 

before iteration, we take 

(4.4.3) U • T X, V m T Y 1 1J. * • T IJ.1 T • G _: ) • 
Then, 

tl . ""1 + X21 U2 a Xl - X2J 

vl • Y1 + Y21 V2 • Yt - Y2• 

* + µ2, * µ1 • µ1 µ2 Cl µ1 - µ2, 

E • u 
( 0) :1 0~2 • z • v 

r2 0) :1 o;2 ' 
Where 
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o2 • 2 a2 c1 + p ) • u1 x x o2 • 2 ~x(l - p ) , U2 X 

o; 1 • 2 a; ( 1 + Py) • 

The likelihood equations for the means gives 

We may now use the iteration procedure ot Section 2.2 

·, "* "* to find µ1, and 112 • Ve shall show ln Section S • .3 that the 

lteration procedure ls lnvarlent under a linear, orthogonal 

transformation. Thus, the values secured tor ~1 and ~ by 

the Inverse transformation ~ • 1-lAµ* will be Identical 

with those secured by using an Iteration procedure on equa-

tlons (4.3.3). Consequently, m1 • (1/2)(m~ + m~) and 

The Iteration procedure, both with and without a 

transformation will be illustrated by a numerical example 

ln Section 4.s. 



4.s A Numerical Example 
A manufacturer produces a grade ot steel using O.~ 

carbon and rolling while hot. Usually, about 10 cylin-

drical pieces ot steel are randomly selected trom the same 

lot and a sample ot S pieces submitted to each or two d1t-

terent testing laboratories. Each laboratory measures the 

yield point and ultimate strength tor each piece In its 

sample and returns this information to the producer. 

The steel manufacturer assumes that the yield point 

and ultimate strength of the steel have a bivariate normal 

distribution with means µ1 and µ2 and variances a~ and o~, 

respectively. He wishes to combine the data trom the test-

ing laboratories to estimate the means. At the same time, 

the manufacturer would like to obtain measures ot the pre-

cision ot each laboratory with respect to the variables 
concerned. The Joint estimation procedure ot thls chapter 
can be used. 

For the data* given ln Table 4.1 below, the sets or 

measurements (ln multiples ot 100 pounds par square lnch 

of cross-sectional area} or the two laboratories are de-

noted as follows: 

* Courtesy ot Professor A. H. Barnes, Department ot Civil 
Engineering. Speed Selentlfle School, University of 
Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky 
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First laboratory: X1 • yield point, x2 - ultimate 

strength: Second laboratory: Y1 - yield point, Y2 - ultl-

mate strength. 

TABLE 4.1 
Yield Point and Tensile Strength of Steel 

Laboratory X Laboratory Y 
xl X2 Yt Y2 

325 57S 356 618 
371 622 318 568 
36~ 602 ~32 598 
33 584 00 652 
352 592 384 634 

To illustrate the estimation technique ot Sections 4.3 
and 4.4, we shall consider two possible cases with different 

assumptions. 

Case 1: Assume (as In Section 4.3) that the following un-

2 kno'Wtl parameters are to be estimated jointly: µ1, µ2, ax , 
1 

To facilitate computation !or the iteration procedure, 

we shall rewrite equations (4.3.5) ln the following form: 

2 ~2 /\2 /\ I\ I\ >2J 
"'x,1 = nx l.. aY1 oY2 - (pyoyl oY2 

+ nxny Lo~1?~2 - (pxCxl ~x2)(aYG'Y1 i\,2>J, 
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wx, 2 , wy,l , wy, 2 , and wxy, 2 are detlned by corresponding 

Interchanges of subscripts. We note that w 1 + w 1 • w 2 x, y, x, 
+ ~li 2 • We shall designate our Iteration estimates ot µ.1, 

µ.2, wx,l' and wxy,l as m1 ~. m2, wx,l(l)' and wxy,l(I) wlth 

ml':O' m2 :o• wx,l(O)' and wxy,l(O) as their respective lnlt-

lal values. An examlnatlcn or (4.3.1), (4.5.1), and (4.5.2) 
reveals that wx,l and wxy,l are tunctlons or •r , the value 
ot the vector m at the r-th iteration, and we shall empha-

sl~e this relationship by using wx,i<•r) as the value ot 

wx,l at the r-th iteration. wx, 2, wy,l' wy,a' and wxy, 2 

are to be treated In like manner. We shall also modify 

c4.1.6) to read 

<4.5 .3) 9 x, aB <•r) • 5 x, aB + <xci - •an.) <i's - Ila n.)' 

where ;~00 •x,a.a<ml') • sx,aB(l) • ox,ciB• 

Similarly, we modify s aa<m ) In (4.1.7). y, r 

Applying (4.3.1) and (4.5.3), we obtain trom (4.5.1) 
and (4.5.2) 

(4.5.4) vx,1<•r) an! ~8y,11<m11r)•sy,22<•214> 

- •:,12<m1:r' •214>..7 
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+ nxny ~5x,22<m2:r)•sy,11<m1:r> - 8 x,12<m1:r' 

m2:r>·•y,12<m1:r' m2:r>.:J, 

(4.5.5) wxy,1<mr) • nxny ~9x,12<m1:r' m2:r>•sy,11<m1:r> 

- 8 x,11<m1:r>•sy,12<m1:r' m2:r>.:J. 

Fr~m (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), we have 

(4.5. 6) ml:r+l = ~wx,1<mr)•i"1 + wy,1Cmr)•y1 + vxy,1<mr) 

An interchange of subscripts 1 and 2 produces m2 • :r 

The initial values for wx,t(O)' wy,l{O)' wxy,l(O)' 

wx, 2 (o)• wy, 2(0)' and vxy, 2(0) are obtained by using sx,a.B 

and sy,aB' defined by (~.1.4) and (4.1.$), tor sx,a.s<mr) 

and sy,a.a<mr), respectively. Thus, 

.(4.5.7) 2 2 
wx,1(0) = nx< 8y,11••y,22 • 8y,12> 

+ n n..(s •s - s • ) x y x,22 y,11 x,12 •y, 12 • 

The remaining initial weights are obtained similarly. 

In determining the weights, wx and wY' lt ls well to 

note that each weight ls a swn ot two terms, each term of 

which ls repeated In the remaining weight. 

For the data given ln Table 4.1 above, the following 

statistics are found: 



By (4.1.2) and (4.1.3), with nx • ny • S, i 1 • 350x102, 

Y-1 • 3S8x~o2, x2 • 595xto2, and y2 • 614xl02• The sample 

variances and covariances obtained by using (4.1.4) and 

(4.1.5) are •x,ll,• 282.ox104, •x, 22 • 261.6x104, 

•x, 12 • 2S8.2x104, •y,ll • 944.ox104, •y, 22 • 846.4x1o4, 

and •y,l 2 • 872.8x104. By (4.5.7), the Initial weight 

tor wx,l ls 

wx,l(O) • 2sx108~(944.0)(846.4) - (872.8) 2 + (261.6)(944.0) 

- (258.2)(872.8)..7• 2sx108xSa,a1s.20. 

In a similar manner, we ttnd wy,l(O) • 25x108x20,431.80, 

8 . . 8 
wxy,l(O) a - 2sx10 x2,3aa.ao, wxy, 2(o) • - 25x10 x9,784.oo, 

8 8 wx, 2 (o) • 2Sx10 xSo,549.60, and wy, 2 (o) • 2Sx10 x28,697.40. 

From (4.S.6), the lnttlal estlmatesot the means ara 

•110 = 102~8,815.20(350) + 20,431.80(358) - 2,388.80(19)_7 

~/(58,815.20 + 20,431.80) • 351.49xl02, 

•2:0 • 102[!)0,549.60(595) + 28,697.40(614) - 9,784.00(8)_7 

/(50,549.60 + 28,697.40) • 600.89xlo2• 

We now substitute •t:O and m210 into (4.5.3) to get 
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'x,as(llo), whlch are, In turn, used ln (4.5.4) and (4.5.5) 
to ob\aln new weights. For example, from (4.5.3) 

•x,11<•110} • 1o4,L"9282.o + (350 - 351.49>2-7 
• 104(284.2201), 

' 

•x,12<•1 10' •210> • 104~58.2 + (350-351.49)(595-600.89)..7 

• 1o4(266.9761), 

ax,22<•210 > • 104~261.6 + (595 - 600.89)2_7 

• 1o4C296.2921), 
• -~ 2 

9y,11<•110> - 10""~44.0 + (358 - 351.49) :J 
• 104(986.380~), 

•y,12<•110, • 2,0> • 104,Lf312.a + <3ss-351.49}(614-600.a9>..7 

• 1oli-(95a.1461>, 

•y, 22<mz,0 > • 104~6.4 + (614 - 600.89) 2_7 

• 104(1018.2121). 
Now ustng (4.5.4), 

vx, 1<mo> • 25x108~C986.38o1)(101s.2121) - (958.1461)2 

+ (296.2921)(986.3801) - (266.9761)(958.1461)..] 

• 2sx108c122,797.38). 

Stmllarly, wa find wy,t(Jlo) • 25x108x46,S39.03, 
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wxy, 1<m0) = - 25xto8x8,981.66, wxy, 2<mo> = - 25x108 

x12,032.54, "x, 2<mo> = 25x108x229,955.55, and 

wy,2<mo> = 25xt08x49,380.86. 

Nov, (4.5.6) yields the new estimates of the means: 

ml:!• 102~122,797.38(350) + 46,539.03(358)-8,981.66(19)_7 

/(169,.336.41) = 351.19xto2, 

m2:l = 102~119,955.55(595) + 49,380.86(614)-12,032.54(8)_7 

/(169,336.41) = 599.97x102• 

We continue the iteration procedure and find the next 

stage estimates to be: 

wx, 1Cm1) = 25x108x123,319.20, wy11 Cm1) = 25x108x 51,315.85, 

"x,2<m1> a 25xto8x135,448.48, "y,2(m1) • 25x108xJ9,186.57, 

8 8 "xy, 1 (m1 )•-25x10 x12,877.66, wxy, 2 <m1)•-25x10 xl,705.63, 

and 2 2 m1 : 2 = 350.95x10 , m2:2 • 599.19x10 • 

Further iteration gives: 

wx, 1<m2) = 25xto8xt25,282.82, wy, 1<m2) • 25xto8x55,528.94, 

8 8 "x, 2<m2) • 25x10 x149,379.J8, wy, 2 <m2) • 25x10 x31,4J2.J8, 

8 8 "xy, 1 <m2>•-25xl0 x15,92li..44, "xy, 2<m2)• 2S'x10 x6,6t7.77, 

2 2 and •t:J = 350.78xl0 , m213 • 598.60x10 • 
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Since the change in m1 and m2 through successive lter-

ailon has been small, we shall conclude wlth: 

wx,l(~) • 2Sx108x127,796.S2, wy,l(~) • ~x108xS8,860.84, 

wx, 2<"3) • 2Si108x160,523.96, vy, 2<~> • 2Sx108x26,133.40, 
. 

wxy,i<l)>•-2Sxl08x18,085.S2, vxy, 2 <93>• 2Sx108x12,655.70, 

and 2 2 •i:4 • 3S0.66x10 1 m214 • 598.20x10 • 

It we assume that the sequence for •i:r (less the 

factor 102), consisting of 351.49, 351.19, 350.95, 350.78, 
350.68, has approached lts limit •i• suftlclently close, 

then, we may accept 350.1x102 as the iteration estimate ot 

~1 • Likewise, we may take 598.2x102 as our estimate of ~2• 

Returning to (4.1.6) and (4.3.1), we find: 

1-!1 = •x,ll(l) • ~282.0 + (350 - 350.7) 2_7x1o4 

• 2a2.sx1o4. Slmllarly, 

~!2 • •x,22(1) ~ 211.8x104, SxS'x1$'X2 • •x,12(1) • 260.1µt1o4-, 

~ 2 4, A2 4 L\ I\ A 4 aYt • 997.6x10, ay2 • 1,096.0xlO, and pyay1ay2 • 988.SxlO. 

ln addition, ~x • 0.94, and ~y·· 0.9S. 



Case 2: Assume (as in Section 4.4) that a2 = o2 a o2 
Xl X2 X 

and a2 • a2 • o2• We wish to estimate jointly 
Yt Y2 y 

2 2 µ1, µ2, ax, Px' ay, and Py• 

First Method: We shall first estimate the parameters with· 

out a transformation or variables by apply-

lng (4.2.4) and (4.4.2). 
From (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), we get 

{4.5.a) wx:r • ni (l/4.)~sy,ll(ml:r> + sy,22(m2:r>..72 

·~•x,11<mJ1r> + 8x,22<m2:r>..7~•y,11<m1:r> 

+ 8y,22<m2:r>-7 - 1 x,12<m1:r' m2:r) 

••y,12<m1:r' m2:r> ' 

Where sx,a.B(mr) ts defined by (4.S.3). vy:r ls obtained by 

interchanging x and y. 

(4.5.9) wxy:r • (1/2)nxny ~sy,11<m1:r> + •y,22<m21r>..7 

·~sx,12<m1:r' m2:r>..:7 - ~9x,11<m1:r> 

+ 8x,22Cm2:r>..7~1y,12<m1:r' m2:r>.:J • 

As ln Section 4.3 we use sx,aB and •y,a.B as Initial 

estimates of sx,a.a<mr) and sy,a.a<mr), respectively, and 
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denote tha resulting lnltlal weights aa wx(O)• vy(O)' and 

wxy(o)• 

From case 1, above·~' x1 • .350xto2, y1 • .358xto21 

i'2 • 595xto2, Y-2 • 614.xl02, •x,ll• 2a2.ox104, •x, 22 

• 261.6x104, sx, 12 • 2$8.2x104, •y,ll • 944.ox104, 

•y, 22 • 846.!,.x104, and 'y,12 • 872.8x104. 

Thus, trom (4.5.8) and (4.5.9) with lnltlal values for 

•x,aa• we r1nd1 

vx(O) • 25xto8C<i/4) (9411..0 + 846.4)2 - (872.8) 2 

+ (1/4)t282.0 + 261.6)(944.0 + 846.4) 

- c.a;a.2)(872.8)...7 • 25x106xS'7,S61.60. 
Slmllarly, wy(O) • 2Sx108x25,166.40 and 

8 wxy(O) • - ~xlO x6,086.40. Now, (4.3.3) yields: 

•1:0. 102L"957,561.60(350) + 25,166.40(.358)-6,086.40(19)_7 

/(82,728.00) • 351.0358x102, . 
• 210 • 102CS7,56t.60C595) + 2S,166.4oc614).6,086.4oca>_7 

/(82,728.00) • 600.1914xl02• 
We next substitute m110 and a 210 Into (4.5.3) _to get the 

sx,aa<mo>, which are, ln turn, used ln c4.5.8) and <4.5.9) 



to obtain wx:O • 2Sx108x12S,574.5436, wysO • 25x108 

8 xJf.6,860.5339, and wx:y:O • - 25x10 x9,462.9S87. f'p'clr 

decimal places are carried ln order to compare more easily 

the results ot the •ttrst• and "second• methods. 

Prom (4.3.3), we tlnd: 

m1,1 • 102C60,547,36S.18o9)/(172,435.0775) • 351.1314x102, 

m211 • 102(103,413,517.5870)/(172,435.0775) • 599.7244x.to2• 

We continue the iteration procedure and r!nd the next 

stage estimates to bet 

wxal c 25x108x132,841&..5224, ~11 • 2Sx108x114,575.4568, 

8 2 wxyrk • - 2Sx10 x6,337.3391, and m1 :2 • 351.3313x10 , 

2 m212 • 599.4878x10 • 

Further iteration gives: 

8 8 wx 12 • 2S'x10 xl)S,959.9892, wy12 • 2.SxlO x4.),210.8727, 

8 2 wxy 12 • • 2Sx10 xJ,972.8942, and •i:J • 3Sl.4832x10 , 

2 a 213 • 599.3323x10 • 

It we assume that the sequence for •i:r (lass th• 

factor ot 102), consisting ot 351.0358, 351.1314, 351.3313, 
351.4832 has approached Its limit m1, suttlelently close, 

then, we may accept 351.48x102 as the iteration estlmat• ot 
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µ1• Likewise. we may take 599.33x102 as our estimate ot µ2• 

Using (4,4,1). we find• 

a! D 282,284x104~ i.~! . 264.6Jx104, ~k D 0.94, 

~: • 1,02Jt,,OOx104, ~)'~ • 968.)9x104, 9y • 0.95. 

Second Methodt Use the linear transformation ot (4.4.3). 

* By (4.4.3), U •TX, V =TY, and µ • T µ, 

where T • (f -~). For example, u1 • x1 + x2 and 

u2 a x1 - x2• Using the data ot Table 4.1, u1 • .32.S 

+ 575 = 900 and u2 • .325 - $15 • - 2$0. Table 4.2, below. 

gives the data of Table 4•1 atter the transtormatlon 

ot c4.4.3). 
TABLE 4.2 

Yield Point and Tensile Strength ot Steel 
(Transformed Data) 

tll ~2 vl V2 
-

,/ ,..; ..., 

-250 900 91i -262 
993 -251 68 -250 
966 -~S 9.30 -266 
922 - 6 1052 -~2 
944 -2.Q.O 1018 -2SO 

Applying (2.1.1) to the data of Table 4.2. we obtain 

_;;, t.~ 2 - 2 - ~I.I'.." 2 - "K."6 2 ui = 9~x10 , v1 • 972x10 , u2 • - w+~x10 , v2 • - ,;v xlO • 
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By uslng (2.1.2), the variances are found to bet 

1 2 • 1,060.ox104, •! • 21.2x104, ·~ • 3,S36.ox104, 
ul 2 1 

.; • 44.ax104. 
2 

Using either (2.2.9) or (4.4.6), W8 obtalnt 

m1:o • 102.C-17,680(945) + 5,300(972)..7/(22,980) 

• 951. 2272x102' 

a;,0 • 102£9224(-24,5) + 136(·256)J/(360) • - 249.15S6x102• 

Using (2.2.11) and (2.2.12) with u and v replacing x 

and y, we get: 

vu (~) • Sx104x3,967.5092, wu (~) • 5x104x91.64S8, 
1 2 

vv (~) • Sx104x1,098.7780, wv (m~) • Sx104x411..4690. 
1 2 

Substitution Into (2.2.8) yleldst 

a~, 1 • 102[-3,967.5092(945) + 1,098.7780(972)..7/CS,066.2872) 

• 950.8558x102, 

-~.1 • 102[991.6J._S8(-2Ji5) + 44.4690(-256)_]'/(136.1148) 

• - 248.5937x102• 
We continue the iteration procedure and tlnd the next 

stage estimates to bes 

wu Cm1> • Sxl~,98,3.0772, wu (m~} • Sxto4x99.6S33, 
1 2 
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WV (m~) = Sx104x1,094.2904, WV (m~) m Sx104x40.1147, 
1 2 

* 8 2 * 2 and m1 :2 = 950. 191x10 , m212 • - 248.1571x10 • 

Further iteration gives: 

WU, (m;) = 5x104x),964.6J05, WU (m~) m 5x104xto6.3111, 
1 2 

wv (m~) = Sx104xl,09J.8619, wv (m~) = 5x104x37.1673, 
1 2 

* 2 * ~. 84 ~ 2 and m1:3 • 950.8156x10 , m2:J = - "+7• 9~x10 • 

;'\.§ 2 "* ~·· 8 2 We now take µ1 = 950.82x10 and µ2 = • "+7• 5x10 • 

From (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), we obtain: 

1r! a 1,093.82x104, 'ii; = 35.32x104, ~; = 3,9e4.1ax104, 
1 2 1 

We now apply the inverse transformation, ~ • r-1 ~*, 
to f Ind t 

~l = (1/2)(~~ + ~;) = (1/2)(950.82 - 247.85)x102 

• 351.48x102, 

~2 = ( 1/2) <"1-1 - i;> • ( 1/2) (950.82 + 2J+7 .85}xl02 

= 599.33xto2• 

From (4.4.5), we get: 

~; = 282.285x104, ~:a 1,024.oox1o4, ~x • 0.94, P'y = 0.95. 
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2 2 The values ot the estimates or µ1, µ2, ox, oy, Px' and 

Py' which were obtained by iteration atte~ the linear trans-

tormatlon, check with the values which were obtained by the 

!,.First. Method •. " Since the amount ot computation requlred 

ls noticeably less uslng the •second Method,• it appears 

advlsabls to make a transformation ot variables whenever 
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V. JOINT ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS IN THE MULTIVARIATE CASE 

5.1 Objectives, Definitions, and Assumptions 

Let X and Y have p-variate normal distributions with a 

common vector or means µ and respective covariance matrices, 

Ex and Zy, which are not parametrically related. We shall 

assume that µ is unknown, as well as vectors ex and ey which 

are composed or relevant functions of the elements of Zx and 

Ey, respectively. For example, If 

In Section 4.4, we can take e,. • ( :: ) , whereas, It P,. ls 

2 assumed known, we can take ex = ax• We shall require a 

one-to-one correspondence between the vector components ot 

ex and the independent parameters in ~x which are to be 

estimated. On occasion, we may write Zx(ex) to indicate 

that Xx can be determined when ex ts known. We shall 

assume, also, that the relationships existing between ex 

and tx hold, identically, for ey and Ey• 

Our objective ls to estimate Jointly the unknown 

vectors µ, ex• and ay• To accomplish the estimation we 

shall make nx independent observations on X and °y inde-

pendent observations on Y, and then employ an iteration 
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procedure to solve the likelihood equations. 

In this chapter we shall discuss the feasibility of 

making a non-singular linear transformation on the vari-

ables X and Y before iteration and we shall show that the 

iteration procedure is invariant when the transformation ls 

orthogonal. In addition, two special cases tor which our 

iteration procedure ls well suited will be presented. 

Our definitions of previous chapters will be augmented 

by letting Sx and Sy be symmetric, positive definite 

matrices whose elements are •x,aB and •y,a.B' defined by 

(4,1.4) and (4.1.;), respectively, with A, B • 1, 2, ••• , ~· 

Since m Is the iteration estimate ot the common vector of 

means, we shall take Sx(•) and Sy(m) to be symmetric, posi-

tive definite matrices with elements s~,aB(l) and •y,aB(I) 

defined by (4.1.6) and (4.1.7). Specitleally, 
t I t I 

Sx • (1/nx)XX • "' , Sy • (1/1\r)YY - W , 
I I t 

(5.1.1) Sx(m) • (1/nx)XX - ~ + (;t - m)(~ - a) , 

I t I • U/~)YY .. W + CY - m) CY - m) • 

Further, let ex(Sx(m))and ey(Sy(m)) denote the iter-

ation estimates ot e~ and e7 based on the Iterative value m. 

5.2 Development and Solution of the Likelihood Equations. 

We shall let L represent the natural logarithm of the 

Joint likelihood ot the two samples, and write 

' 
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L z L(X, Y; ex, ey, µ) to indicate, lmpllcltly, that L ts a 

function of the observations on X and Y, and the parameters 

ex, ay, and µ. Expllcltly, we have 

(5.2.1) L =. (p/2)(nx + l\r) log 2n - (nx/2) log /ix<ex>/ 

-~· 1 ce >·<YJ - µ) • y y 

To obtain our likelihood aquations, we equate to zero 

the partial derivatives of L with respect to the parameters 

ex, ay, andµ. It ls to be understood that 1t= ~, 
x 

~~y • ~. and 5~ • ~ are vector equations where, say, the 

components of ~~are the partial derivatives of L with re-

spect to the components or ex• The resulting likelihood 

equations are: 

(5.2.2) nx ~aa lix<ex> I Ot1X 



(5. 2.3) 
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·J-1(~ )•(YJ - ~) • '/, y y 

c5.2.4> nxC<x - ~>' ·z;f ce'x>J' + D.yCfy - -a>' 
·z·1 <t >J' • 'I • y y 

" From (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), lt ls seen that ex is com-

A posed or elements ox,a.B detlned by (4.2.2) tor 

a, B = 1, 2, ••• , P• 
A Further, lt ex ls known, then 

L"91x~x>..7'9 1 can b• determined. Hence, we have vrltten 

i;1<tx) for L"9Zx<ex>.;]r1• Slmllar relationships hold tor 

~Y and x;1 (~) ~ 

Equation (5.2.4) may be written 

( 5) /\ r: -1 <" ) -1 ( tf!t< ) "7 -1 5.2. µ • 4 nxzx ex + nYJY ey -1-

•Cn :z·lc~ >·x + n.._1 .. 1<8' >•'YJ. xx x y·y y 

A A The general Iteration procedure to find Jointly ~. ex, 

" and ey ls as follows: For the !nltlal value or m, we 

shall take 
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m0 • ['9nxi; 1 <~x<sx>> + iyx;1cSy<sy>>-7 -1 

•L9"nxz;1 <~x<sx>>•x + "yz;1 <~y<sy>>•y_7. 
~ A Using m0 , ex<sx<m0)) and ey(SY(m0 )) can b• round and, sub-

sequently, z;1 <~x<sx<mo>>> and z;1 <~<sy<•o>>>. For r ~ 1, 

cs.2.7) •r. ~nxz;lcex<sx<•r-1>>>+nyz;l<~<sy<•r-1>>>-7 -1 

•C-nxz;lcex<sx<•r-1>>>i+nyz;1<~y<sy<•r-1>>>ii-7· 
It each component or the vector •r generates a con-

vergent sequence as r tends to lntinlty, we shall call the 

vector whose components are limits or these convergent se-

quences, m. The vector m satlsf ies the vector equation 

(5.2.4) and ls the Iteration estimate ot the vector ~' de-

fined in Section 5.1. The substitution of m In equations 

cs.2.2) and cs.2.3) will provide the desired iteration 

estimates for ex and ey• 

5.3 Transformations and Iteration Procedure 

In many situations, the likelihood equations (S.2.2), 
(5.2.)), and (5.2.4) will be combersome to solve. Some-

times, a slmplltleatlon can·be made by transformation. We 

are particularly interested In making a non-singular linear 

transformation which will diagonalize the covariance 
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matrices Zx and Zy• That ts, we would like to take U • TX 

and V = TY and obtain diagonal matrices tor iu and tv• We 

shall elect to make an orthogonal transformation, thus 

making T1 • r-1• It should be noted that the transform-

atlon ot variables does not have to be made on L ln (5.2.1), 
but instead, the transformed likelihood equations may be 

obtained directly from the likelihood equations (5.2.2), 
~• 

(5.2.3), and (5.2.4) by transformation. Further, the 

•transformed iteration• ls equivalent to the original iter-

ation. This may be established as follows: 

L U TX V T l h T' = r-•. et = , = Y, nx • nu, ~ = n.y, w t 

Then, If tJ and V are the 

vector products (1/nu)U and (1/nv)V, respectively, we have 

also: 
t I I t 

Su = (1/nu)UU - UU , Sv s: (l/nv)W - W 1 

Su (m) m ( 1/nu )UU1 - uu' + cu - m)(t1 ... m) I I 

... ~· :7' " ' vv + ( v - m)( v - m) • 

Let m1 be the iteration value, corresponding to m, 

obtained from the transformed likelihood, and let eu(Su(m)) 

and av(Sv(m)) be the iteration estimates ot eu and ev, 

respectively. Thus, 
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(.$.3.2) m~ = £"nuz;1ceu<su>> + nvz;1cev(sv>>J-1 

•C"nui;1 ceu(su) )•U + nvz;1<ev(sv»·VJ, 

and 

{$.3.3) m; = ~nuz;1 <eu<su(m~_ 1 )))+nv~;1 <ev<sv<m!_ 1 )))_7 -l 

•C'nuz;l (eu(su<m!-1)) )•tT+nvz;l (ev<sv<m!-1)) )•VJ. 

• t ' Now, U • TX and Su = ( 1/nx )(TX) (TX) - (~)(T5<) = TSx T • 

Substitution into ($.J.2) and simplification gives 

T T I T mo= Tm0• In like manner, Su(m ) = TSx(m)T and Sv(m ) 

T ' = TSY(m )T • Subs~itution into (5.J.J) with r • l gives 

mi= Tm1• Thus, the two iteration procedures are com-

pletely equivalent. Hence, we may conclude that the iter-

ation procedure of Section $.2 ls invariant under a linear, 

orthogonal transformation. 

may be found by iteration and then transformed to give m, 

" I'\ ex, and ay• 
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· S.4 Some Special Cases ot Joint Estimation ot Paramstsrs 

We shall now consider two special cases of Joint esti-

mation tor which the iteration procedure ls well suited. 

Case 1. 

cs.4.1> 

ObJectiva: 

Assumptions: 

2 
0 - ox , x,aa 4 

2 
ay, a.a. = ay a. , 

ax,a.B = oy,a.B • 0 tor a -I B • 

Estimate Jointly µo., o!o.' and a;o. for 

a • 1, 2, •• • , P• 
Procedure: Take 

02 
xi 

cs.4. 2> . ex• • 6 • • , • • y 
02 
xp 

. The Iteration estimates are: 

~a • •a.• ~2 • 2 ~2 2 where 1 x (1)' • Sy ci ( l)' XO. 0. Yo. 

2 92 + <xci - •a.>2 , 9xa.(l) = Xa. 

cs.4.3 > 2 ,2 + (ya • •a> 2 ' sy Cl (I) a 
y Q', 

a • 1, 2, • • • , P• 
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The solution, by lteratfon, for each value of a, ls 

identical with Section 2.2. The relationship 

can be shown to exist. Therefore, having computed 

ml(r+l) - ml(r)' all succeeding ma.(r+l) can be calculated 

without further iteration. 

Case 2. Assumptions: 

IL Z: IJ.... =: It s-x, a. . Y' a. r-a. , 

2 
ox, a.a. • ax , 

2 
ay' a.a. = "y ' 

ObJectlves: 

a.= 1, 2, • • • , P• 
Procedure: Take 

Make the Helmert transformation (T) on X and Y to 

onallze the matrices tx and !Y' getting %u and ~v 

Section 5.3. We, next obtain 

diag-

or 

(5.4. 7) 2 ~ + (p-l)px) = 2 c + (p-1 )py) a = a ev ay 1 - P • u x 1 - Px , y 
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The lteratlon estimate ot the transformed vector, µT, may 

be obtained trom (5.3.3) by using the iteration estimates 

ot the components of eu and ev or (5.4.7). The inverse 

transformation (T-1 ) supplies the desired estimates for 
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VI. JOINT ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS BY EMPIRICAL SAMPLING 

FROM TWO UNIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 

6.1 Objectives, Definitions, and Notation 

ln Section 2.2, an iteration procedure was developed 

tor joint estimation of the mean ~ and the variances o! and 

o; when sampling from two univariate normal dlstrlbutlons 

with a common mean and finite varlancea vhlch may or may 

not be equal. ln Appendix Section D~ the distribution of 

m (the iteration estimate of the mean) ls discussed and 

particular regard is given for the case where sample sizes 

nx and ~ are talrly large, Also, an attempt ls made to 

determine the moments of the distribution of zno, the f lrst 

stage iteration value of m. 

To gain further knowledge of the distribution of m 

whenever the sample sizes are small, empirical sampling is 

done with the aid or the IBM 650 electronic, digital com-

puter. The sample values are obtained by using a modlfl-

catlon of Neumann's program0 for generating random standard 

normal numbers. The numbers are taken alternately in 

groups of nx and ny and multiplied by appropriate factors 

to simulate sampling from normal populations with a common 

* This program for the IBM 650 was supplied by the North 
Carolina State University Computing Laboratory 
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mean, gero, and known variances, a! and a;. For the two 

samples, thus obtained, the following statistics are com-

puteds 

i' and y, defined by (2.1.l)J 

a; and s;, defined by (2.l.2)J 

2 2 Dloi m, •x(l)' and sy(l)' defined, respectively, 

by (2.2.9), (2.2.7), (2.2.)), and (2.2.4)J 

"' ~ using (c,4) from Appendix Section CJ 

(6.1.1) i 2 • ;x(x - i) 2/<nx - 1), 
x 1•1 l 

(6.1.2) '( 2 • ~Y(y - y) 2/(n.._ - 1), 
y J•l A y 

(6 1 '2) fV c ( ~ 2- + ~ 2-)/( N 2 + ,,Y 2) • ·~ m0 nxsy x ny•x y nx•y nysx • 

Following the selection or specltlc values for nx, ny, 

a:, and a; ln the two samples, described above, 1000 pairs 

of the two samples are generated. We shall refer to the 

set of 1000 pairs as a run and, for each run, addltlonal 

statistics are computed as follows: 
0 1000 • 

(6.1.4) M(Z) • Z z1/1000 
lal 

and 

(6.1.5) 
• 1000 • 2 • 2 

V(Z) • Z z1 /1000 - {1of(Z)_7 • 
l=l . 
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• N Z ls specif led in each case and takes on the values -0• Dlo• 

~l'Y2 ,.v2 2 2 m, ~. •x , sy , 'x(l)' •y(l)' and k, where k ls the number 

ot iterations required to obtain m, correct to five decimal 

places. 

We shall make Chi-Square tests of normality tor the 

distribution of m and we shall also compare the various 

2 2 estimates ot ~. ax, and oy• 

6.2 Experimental Results on Estimating the Common Mean 

and Individual Variances When Sampling From Two 

Univariate Normal Dlstributlona 

Table 6.1. below, shows the means and variances, as 

defined by (6.1.4) and (6.1.5), for four different estl-

mates or the common mean when sampling from two univariate 

normal distributions. Also, the mean and variance ls given 

for the number of iterations required to obtain m with five 

decimal place accuracy. 

For runs one and slx, the pairs of samples have equal 

sample sizes and equal variances. Therefore, it ls possi-

ble to calculate (see Appendix Section D) the population 

variances for Die in these runs. We shall show that 

Var <mo> = (n + l)a2/2n2• Thus, the exact values are .375 

and .055, which compare favorably vlth the table values of 

.384 and .055, respectively. Table 6.1 indicates that the 
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various estimates or µ approach equality rapidly as the 

samples increase ln st~•. 

TABLE 6.1 

Estimates Pertaining to the Common Mean 

Run 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 

nx 2 2 2 2 8 10 10 
ny 2 2 2 8 2 10 10 
02 
x 1 1 l 1 1 l l 

02 
y 1 4 16 4 4 1 16 

MCii'0) .003 ,o65 .057 .013 .036 -.006 .013 
M(m0) .003 .065 .057 ,017 .034 -.006 .013 
M(m) .002 .074 .026 .012 .045 -.006 .013 
M(~) .002 .074 .026 .0.01 .033 -.006 .013 

v<mo> • .384 .737 1.60 .361 .349 .055 .101 
V(m0) .384 ,737 1.60 .370 .419 .055 .101 
V(m) .447 .915 1.92 .403 .345 .057 .100 

A 
V(il) .447 .91.$ 1.92 .396 .205 .057 .100 
M(k) 5.0 4.a 4.0 4.7 4.6 2.1 2.0 
V(k) 38 36 20 33 .30 6 2 

Runs one, two, and three produced 11ke11hood equations 
~ 

for µ in which m • ~ In every case, even though in 506 of 

the 3000 equations, there were three real, distinct roots. 

In the 506 cases with three real, distinct roots the maxi-
.I.\ 

mum likelihood estimate ~ ls the "best estimate• (in the 

sense of M~) being nearest zero) or µ ln only 226 cases 
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with the "best estimate" being approximately equally di" 

vlded between the other two roots for the remaining cases. 

Runs four and five produced likelihood equations for µ 

with three real, distinct roots in 89 of the 2000 equations. 
A ~ 

In 42 of these 89 cases m , µ, and for these 42 cases, 'il ls 

the "best estimate" in 39 cases when compared with m and ~· 

Table 6.1, above, also indicates that the iteration 

"" estimate m ls generally closer to µ than ls mo· 
Table 6.2, below, shows the means and variances, as 

defined by (6.1.4) and (6.1.5), of the estimates of the 

individual population variances when sampling from two 

univariate normal distributions. It appea~s that both 

types of variance estimates are virtually unbiased with 
2 2 the iteration estimates, sx(I) and sy(I) having less varia-

tion than ~x2 and r;y2• 
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TABLE 6.2 
Estimates Pertaining to the Population Variances 

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

nx 2 2 2 2 8 10 10 
ny 2 2 2 8 2 10 10 
02 
x 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

02 
y 1 4 16 4 4 1 16 

M(i6x 2) 1.00 1.06 1.04 .98 .99 1.01 1.03 
2 

M(sx(I)) .92 1.25 2.13 .15 1.12 .97 .94 
M('S' 2) y 1.04 4.04 15.11 4.00 4.03 1.02 16.30 

2 
M(•y( 1)) .97 3.67 15.37 3.93 3.72 .97 16.ZT 

V(i' 2) 
x 2.21 2.06 2.22 1.97 .zr .21 .26 
2 V(sx( 1 » 1.76 5.83 43.77 1. zr 1. 78 .20 .22 

V(~y2) 2.zr J0.80 519 • .36 4.66 34.14 .22 58.28 

V(s;(I » 2.22 21.23 281.92 4.78 17.75 .20 53.07 

The experimental results reveal that m may be useful 

2 2 2 2 ln obtaining sx(I) and sy(l) as estimates for ax and ay, 

respectively. We may be interested also in the distrl- . 

button ot m, itselt. An examination of the cases where the 

likelihood equations for µhave three real roots suggests 

that the conditional distribution ot m, when only one real 

root exists, ls quite different from the distribution of m 

when the cases with three real roots are included. 
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We shall make Chi-square tests of normality and of 

symmetry about zero for m tor both the conditional dis-

tribution of m, based on one real root, and the unrestrict-

ed distribution of m. To accomplish this, we shall divide 

the 1000 observations on m, for each run, into 2p classes 

which correspond, under the hypothesis of normality, to 2p 

classes with equal expected numbers, E. Since the expected 

value of m is µ, which is zero, we shall let o1 represent 

the observed number of m in the 1-th class above zero and 

o_1 the observed number ln the corresponding 1-th class be-

low zero. The variance of m ls estimated for each run. 

The statistic 

~ (ol + o,1 • 2E)2/2E = 
1=1 -

~ Co1 + o 1>2/2E - 1000 
1=1 -

is distributed approximately as -X- 2 with p - 2 degrees of 

freedom, and may be used to test normality in the distribu-

lion of m. The statistic ~ (o1 - o_1 )2/2E ls distrlbut-
!•1 

ed approximately as X- 2 with p degrees or freedom, and may 

be used to test symmetry about zero in the distribution or 
m. 

Table 6.J, below, shows the computed values or the 

above statistics for runs one through seven. The value of 

p is taken to be ten. 
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TABLE 6.3 
Computed Values of X. 2 for Testing Normal tty 

and Symmetry in the Distribution of m 

Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 

Normality 14.68 3i.28 289.70 10.li 160.10 6.32 18.30 
Symmetry 3.84 1 .08 12.74 10.2 9.26 2.56 14.94 

Total 18.52 52.32 302.44 20.40 169.36 8.88 33.24 

D.F. 

8 
10 
18 

With a significance level or .05 we have for critical 

values, X 2 • 15.5 wlt.h 8 degrees of freedom and X. 2 • 18.3 

with 10 degrees of freedom. Hence, wa do not reject the 

hypothesis of symmetry in any run. However, wa do reject 

the hypothesis or normality in runs two, three, five, and 

seven. 

In Table. 6.4, below, we consider the conditional d1s-

trlbut1on of m, which la restricted to the cases where the 

llkellhood equations for µ have only one real root. Runs 

six and seven resulted in cases with one real root only and 

are omitted• 
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TABLE 6.4 

Computed Values of X2 for Testing Normality 
and Symmetry in the Conditional Distribution of m 

Run 1 2 3 4 5 Degrees or 
N=858 N=841 N=795 N-977 N=934 Freedom 

Normality 5.5i 10.1i 25.31 8.19 21.89 8 
Symmetry .4 15.2 14.03 12.29 1.58 10 

Total 6.02 26.00 39.34 20.48 29.47 18 

With a slgnlflcance level of .05 we do not reject the 

hypothesis of symmetry ln any runs. However. we still re-

ject the hypothesis of normality In runs three and five. 

It may be noted that the computed X2 values for normality 

ln runs three and five have been reduced by over 80% by re-

strtct ing the distribution of m to the cases with only one 

real root in the likelihood equations for µ. 
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VII. SUMMARY 

This dissertation discusses a method of estimation 

with random samples from two normal populations for the 
' univariate, bivariate, and multivariate cases. Since lt 

ls assumed that the two populations have a common mean 

(or a common vector of means), these common parameters are 

Jointly estimated with all the other unknown parameters. 

The joint estimates, called Iteration estimates, are ob• 

talned by an Iteration method developed for solving the 

likelihood •quatlons. 

A detailed study ls made for the Iteration estimates 

of the parameters when sampling from two univariate popu-

lations, and a numerical example ls given to lllustrat• the 

iteration technique. It ls proved that the iteration method 

produces an unique set of estimates which satisfy the like-

lihood equations. Since this set of estimates is not al-

ways identical with the set of maximum likelihood esti-

mates, the conditions under which the two sets may possibly 

differ are established. Empirical sampling, with small 

sample sizes, was done with the aid of the IBM 6SO Computer 

to obtain information regarding the.distribution of the 

iteration estimates and also the maximum likelihood esti-

mates in the cases where they differ. The experimental re-

sults indicate that the estimate of the coJDmon mean tends 

to be normally distributed and the estimates of the 
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individual variances are virtually unbiased. 

The iteration procedure is compared with Fisher's 

Method, which uses the Information Matrix, and is shown to 

give identical results. 

An extension o.f' the iteration procedure is made to the 

case where samples are drawn from bivariate populations. 
For the particular case in which the individual variances 

within each population may be assumed equal, it is shown 
that a linear transformation to obtain new uncorrelated 

variables will materially lessen the time required for the 
method. A numerical example is given to illustrate the 
iteration technique both with and without transformation 

and a proof is given to show that the two methods produce 
identical results. 

The iteration procedure is further extended to the 

multivariate case and joint estimates are obtained for the 

common vector of means and the individual covariance 

matrices. It is also shown that i.f' a linear transforma-
tion can be found which gives new uncorrelated variables 

in ea.Oh population, then transformation before iteration 

greatly reduces the computational labor involved in obtain-
ing the joL."lt estimates. 
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XI. APPENDIX 

A. The Conditions Under Which the Likelihood Equation for 

Estimating the Mean in the Univariate Case has Three 

Real, Distinct Roots 

By (3,3,3), the likelihood equation tor estimating 

the mean ls 

(A, 1 ) 'µ.3 - ~2 + B~ - C • 0 • 

where 

A• C-n~ + y + 2Cn.;i + ~i.)J/<nx + ~), 

B • Cn (s2 + ~) + n..Js2 + i2> x y y x 

+ 2(nx + lly>iYJ/<nx + l)r> • 

C • Cn (s2 + y2)i + n (s2 + i2>'YJ/(n + n ), x y y x x y 

The discriminant or the cubic equation Csee Dick-

son (1922), P• 47J (A.1) can be represented by 

(A,2) A • A2a2 + 18 ABC - 4 A3c - 4 s3 - ~ c 2• 

Equation (A.1) has three real roots whenever A ls positive, 

We shall determine the conditions under which A is positive. 

No generality ls lost lf we take i = 0 and 

d • y- i • y> o. Then. A• d(2 ~ + l\r)/(nx + ny)• 

B = (n a2 + n.._s2 + n d2)/(n + n ), and C • dn.._sx2/Cnx + n.._), x y ;y x x x y y y 
Nov, putting A, B, and C Into (A,1) and slmplifylng. we get 
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(n + n )4•A = d2 (2n + n )2 (n s 2 + n s 2 + n d2)2 x y x y xy yx x 

+ 18 d 2ny(nx + ~)(2nx + ny)s;(nxs; 

+ n s2 + n d2) - 4 d4n (2n + n._)3s2 
yx x y x y x 

- 4Cn + n._)(n s2 + n s2 + n d2 )3 x y xy yx x 

- 27 d2n;<nx + ny> 2s~. 

lf we let R • nylnx' S = s;;s;, and nxd 2 • k(nys~ + nxs;) 

= nxs;(R + S)k, where k > O, we may substitute into (A.J) 

and simplify to obtain 

f:Cn + n )4/n4s6(R + s).:J•A = (R + s) 2(k + 1) 2 
x y xx 

·~R2ic: - 4(R + 1)..:J + 2 R(R + 2)(R + S)k£:9(R + 1) 

- (2R + l)(R - l)k.:J - 27 R2(R + 1)2.t. 

We shall write A1 (R,S,k) = f:Cnx + ny)4/n~s~(R + S):J•A, 

so that equation (A.4) becomes 

(A.5) A1 (R,S,k) • (R + s) 2(k + 1) 2£:R2k - 4CR + 1).:J 
+ 2R(R + 2)(R + S)k[""9(R + 1) 

- (2R + l)(R - l)k.:J - 27 R2(R + 1)2it. 
For the case of equal sample sizes, we have R = 1, 

and from (A.5) we obtain 

(A.6) A1 (1,S,k) = (S + 1)2 (k + 1) 2 (k - 8) + 108 Sk 

= (S + t)2it3 - 6(5 + 1)2it2 - 3(5S - l)(S - 5)k - 8(S + 1) 2• 
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In equation (A.6), we note that 

A1 (1, 1/S, k) • (1/S2)•A 1 (1, S, k). 

For the case where ny = 2 nx, we have R a 2, and, 

substituting Into (A.5), we get 

(A.7) (1/4)•A 1 (2, S, k) = (S + 2) 2(k + 1)2(k - 3) 

+ 4CS + 2)k(27 - 5k) - 243k 

• (S + 2)2it3 - (S + 2)(S + 22)k2 

• (5S2 • 88S + 47)k • J(S + 2) 2 • 

• Whenever A (R,S,k) is positive, equation (A.l) will 
/\ have three real, distinct roots tor ~· Let ku(R,S) denote 

the lover bound ot k (rounded to the nearest integer) for 

' which A (R,S,k) ls positive. Some values of k ~obtained 

from (A.6) and (A.7).:J for various combinations ot R and S 
are shown ln Table A.1. 

TABLE A.1 

Approximations to ~(R,S) 

s 1/16 1/4 1/2 J 2 4 16 

ku (1,S) 7 6 4 2 q. 6 7 
ku(2,S) 12 10 9 7 7 2 2 

~ 

·~ 
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B. Probability ot the Occurrence ot Three Real, Distinct 

Roots ln the Likelihood Equation for Estimating the 

Mean In the Univariate Case 

We would like to know the probability that two samples, 

obtained under the assumptions ot Section 2.1, will yield a 

likelihood equation (3.3.1), for estimating the mean, which 

has three real, distinct roots. Aspin (1948) set 

I 21 2 2 (B.1) V = (y - x)/(A1s: + A2s;)l 2, c • Ai•x (A1 9x + A2ay), 

where A1 and A2 are arbitrary, positive constants, and then 

sought a function V(c) such that 

(B.2) P • P/:/V/ > V(c )J = 2a. 

Numerical values tor various combinations ot c and P are 

given in Table 11 of Btometrlka Tables tor Statisticians, 

vol. I, by Pearson and Hartley (1954). If we take A1 a 1/nx 

and A2 a 1/~, we can show that V ls a monotonic function 

ot k (given ln Table A.1). From Appendix Section A, 

(- -)2 2 2) (B.3) nx y - x = k(ny•x + nxsy • 

Substitution of (B.J) lnto (B.1). gives 

(B.4.) V = (kny)l/2• 

We may now write (B.2) as 

ca.s> pc/v/ > v(c >J • PCCkny> 112 ~ v(c >J 

• P [k ~ CV<c>J21~J. 
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Consequently, we may use Table A.1 in conjunction wlth 

Blometrika Tables (1954, Table 11) to estimate the prob-

ability of three real, distinct roots. For example, with 

samples of size ten, the probability of three real, distinct 

roots ls less than one hundredth. 

Another approach to the probability of three real, dis-

tinct roots ls to investigate the distribution of A, de-

fined by (A.2). This presents a formidable problem, indeed, 

and we shall limit ourselves to the task of determining the 

expected value of A, which we shall denote by E(A). We re-

call that X and Y are independently and normally distributed 

with common mean µ and respective variances a! and a;. No 

generality is lost by taking E(x) • E(y) • µ = o. Then, 

•(nx + 4) a!fnx• Similar results are obtained for Y. 

If we find E(A) from (A.2) and let nx = n, ny = qn, 

Z = a;;a~, K = q3n3(q + 1)4/a~, we obtain 

(B.6) K•E(A) = c0z3 + c 1z2 + x 2z + c3, 
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where 

c0 = (qn + 2)(qn + 4)~(q + 2) 2 - 4qn(q + 1).:/, 

c1 = q {Cqn + 2)~Jqn(llq2 + 22q + 12) - 4(5q3 + 1Jq2 

+ 13q + 2) ~ 12q2n2(q + 1).:J + 12(q + 2) 2~(q + 1) 2 

- qn ( q + 2) J} , 
c 2 = q 2 [ q(n + 2)C3qn(12q2 + 22q + 11) - 4(2q.3 + 1Jq2 

+ 13q + 5) - 12q2n2(q + 1).:J + 12(2q + 1) 2~(q + 1) 2 

- qn ( 2q + 1 ) J } , 
c3 =<?en+ 2)(n + 4>CC2q + 1)2 - 4qn(q + l).:J. 

For the case of nx = lly• we have q = 1, and 

c0 ~ c3 = - (n + 2)(n + 4)(8n - 9), c 1 = c2 = - J(8n3 

- 29n2 + 62n - 56), K = 16n3/a~. We substitute 

into (B.6) to get 

(B.7) K•E(A) • - (n + 2)(n + 4)(8n - 9)(z3 + 1) 

- 3LSCn - 2)3 + 19(n - 2) 2 + 42(n - 2) 

+ 16J(z2 + Z) • 

For n Z:... 2, E (A) <.. 0 for al 1 z. Further, for f lxed n, 

E(A) decreases as Z (the ratio of variances) increases. 

We also note from (B.6) that when q (the ratio of sample 

sizes) Increases, E(A) remains negative for n _=: 2. 

Since a negative A indicates that equation (A.1) has only 
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one real root, we would expect the situations, arising from 

sampling, which yield three real roots to be ln the minor-

ity. 

c. Some Observations on the Iteration Estimate of the 

Mean in the Univariate Case 

It has been noted In Section 3.4 that if the likelihood 

equation (3.3.3) for estimating µ has only one real root, 

then the iteration estimate m is identical with the maximum 

likelihood estimate~. It was also shown in Section 3.4 
~ 

that when (3.3.3) has three real, distinct roots~ must be 

one of the extreme roots, ~a or ~c' where the roots are 

We shall next show that it ls possible for m, the 

iteration estimate of µ, to be equal to ~ the middle root. 

We shall first transform the likelihood equation for µ 

(3.3.1) by putting-µ. a mo + u/(nxa~ + nys!>, where mo, the 

initial value of the iteration estimate m, is defined by 

(2.2.9). Taking d • y - x :::> o, we can write i - 11' 

= - (n ds2 + u)/(n s2 + n s 2) and y - ~- (nxdsy2 - u)/(nxsy2 
y x xy yx 

+ nys;). Substituting into (3.3.1) and simplifying, we 

get 
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(C.1) (n + n )u3 + df:n n (s2 - s 2) + 2(n2s 2 - n2s 2)_7u2 
x y xy x y yx xy 

+ [ (n s 2 + n s2)3 - d 2f:2n n (n + n )s2s2 xy yx xy x y xy 

- Cnis~ - n~s~)_7}u + nxnyd3s!s;cn;s; - n;s!> 
If nx = ~ and s; = s~, equation (C.1) reduces to 

cc. 2) 

• o. 

and the roots of equation ~J.J.2} are, therefore, ~ a m 

= mo = (1/2)(i" + y), µa m mo - (1/2)( 2d2 - 4s~) 1/2 

• (1/2)£: i' + y - (2d2 - 4s;)1/ 2_;, and ~c = m0 + (1/2)(2d2 

- 4s~)l/Z ~ (1/2)f:x + y + (2d2 - 4s!> 112_J. Consequent-

2 2 2 2 ly whenever n = n , s = sy, and d - 2sx > O, m does , x y x 

~ 
not equal µ. That ls, the iteration estimate and the maxi-

mum likelihood estimate are not identical. 
~ To determine the maximum likelihood estimate~ when 

three real, distinct roots exist, we must evaluate either 

the Joint llke.lthood function or some other function suit-

ably related to lt. We shall take L, defined by (3.2.1), 

and replace the parameters µ, a;, and a~ by their respect-

ive estimates ~' ~;. and ~;, which were obtained from the 
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likelihood equations (J.2.2), (3.2.3), and (3.2.4). 
Equation (J.2.1) becomes 

(C.3) L ( Y I\ /l(f2 A 2) X, J µ, ,.X' Oy = -

lt will suffice to consider only 

(C.4) L*(~) = nx log ~s; + (x • a) 2_J + ny log ~s; 

+ (y - ~>2..7 

( ) L*(~) and note that L in c.3 is a maximum whenever ~ ls a 

minimum. 

In the illustration, above, with nx = ~ and s! = s;, 
~A A ~ L. (µ.) ls symmetric with respect to µ = m0, and µ :rl m. We 

shall now show that whenever three real, distinct roots 
/::-exist ln the asymmetric case, it is possible for~ to be 

equal to m. Consider the example: 

nx = ny = n, x = - 1.0, y = o.5, s; = 0.1, s; = 0.3. 

Equation (A.l) becomes µ3 + o.7sµ2 - 0.175~• O, and 

ma ~a= - 0.937 (obtained by the method ot Section 2.2), 

~ • o, and -µc = 0.187. Substituting into (c.4}, we find 

* * * L C-0.937) = - 1.4n, L Co) = - o.Sn, L co.187) = o.4n. 
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Since L*(m) ls a minimum here, we conclude that L ln (C.J) 

will be maximized by m. ~ Therefore, µ • m, where m ls one 

of the extreme roots ot the likelihood equation. 

As a concluding example, let 

2 nx • 2, ny • 8, i' • 0.783, y= - 1~383~ •x • 0.174, 

s; • 3.047. If we substitute these values into (A.1) and 

solve the resulting cubic equation, we tind ma 0.475 

~ A A µ•µa• - 0.931, "b • 0.213, where (c.4) has been used to 

~ Identify µ. 

To summarize, three examples have been taken where the 

likelihood equations have had three real, distinct roots 

A A .I\ represented by µa< t;, < µc• In the first example, 

A A 
Ill • "'b # ~. 

A ""' ..., For the second case, m • µa • µ. In the third 

D. An Approach to the Dlstrtbutlon ot m In the Univariate 

Case 

The results of empirical sampling, shown in Chapter VI, 

and theoretical Investigation, shown in Appendix Sections 

A and B, indicate that the likelihood equation for esti-

mating µ in the univariate ease has only one real root when 

the sample sizes are appreciably l'arge, say ten or more. 

ln such cases, the iteration estimate m ls identical with 
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the maximum likelihood estimate ~. Gart (19$8) has shown 
;.'.\ 

that )1 ls approximately normally distributed when the 

sample sizes are large. As an approach to the problem ot 

determining the distribution or m, we shall investigate 

the distribution or lllo• the first stage iteration value ot 

m. For equal sample sizes, Graybill and Deal (19$9) have 

shown that Dia• defined by (2.2.9}, ls a uniformly better 

unbiased estimator ot µ than is either i or y, provided 

that the sample slze is greater than ten. 

To determine the moments or m0 , we shall proceed as 

follows: Let. 

(D.l) 

We substitute (D.l) Into (2.2.9) to get 

(D.2} =a • ri' + (1 - r)y. 

Now let a • ~la! and 

From (D.1), ws have 

r • as/(aa + bt), 

where s and t are distributed independently as -X. 2 with 

n - 1 and n - 1 degrees or freedom, respectively. The x y 

Joint probability function or s and t ls 
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where k ls a constant expressible as a gamma function in 

the tonn 1/k • f1 C'<nx - 1 )/2J• I' c~ - 1 )/2J 

•2(nx + ny - 2)/2. 

Also, s a btr/a(l - r), and for the Jacobian ot this trans-

formation, J(s,t/r,t) • bt/a(l-r) 2• Hence (D.4) yields 

(D.5) h(r,t) • k·e·Cbtr/a{l - r) + tJ/2 

•L""btr/a(l - r)J(ny - 3)/2 

•t<nx - 3)/2•bt/a(1 - r) 2 

= k(b/a)<nx - 1)/2. 8 -.['br/a(l-r) + t..:J/2 

•t<nx + ny - 4)/2.r(ny - 3)/2/f:'Cl _ r)(ny-3)/2 

- 1J. 
Upon integrating out the t, we get 

(D.6) t(r) • (k/2)(b/a)(ny • l)/2.["br/a(l - r) 

+ 1J<nx + ny - 2)/2. /1 C<nx + '1y - 4)/2J 

•r(ny - 3)/2/f:(l • r)Cny - 3)/2. i.:J. 
Slmplltylng, we obtain the probability function ot r: 

(D.7) t(r) a (b/a)(ny - l)/2.r(ny - 3)/2.(1 - r)<nx - 3)/2 

/B/:(nx - 1)/2, <I), - 1)/2J•f:Dr/a 

+ (l _ r)J<nx + ny - 4)/2, 
where B slgnlf les the beta function. 
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For the special case of a• b (1.e. n!a: • n;a!>, 

we have f: See Kenney and Keeping (1951), P• 95..:J the 

beta distribution: 

(D.8) r(r) • r<ny - 3)/2.(1 - r)<nx - 3)/2/Bf:(nx - 1)/2, 

(ny - 1)/2J with O <.r <1. 

From (D.8), we find: 

E(r) • <I), - 1)/(nx + ~ - 2), E(l - r) • (nx - 1)/(nx + ny 
- 2), E(r2) • (n; - 1)/(nx + ny)(nx + iy - 2), and 

E{9'(1 - r) 2:J • (n! - 1)/(°x + ny)(nx + ~ - 2). 

Using (D.2) and noting that r ls independent of i' and y, we 

obtain E{Dlo) a Ef:ri' + (1 • r)y..:J a E(y) • ~· In addition, 

E(~) • a2_E(r2) + o~f:Ct - r) 2:J + ~2• So, 
x y 

(D.9) var (m0) s E<-5> - ~2 • a:S<r2) + a:,.t:c1 - r> 2..:7 
x y 

• a!<n; - l)/nx<nx + ny)(nx + ny - 2) 

+ a;<ni - 1)/ny{nx + ny)(nx + ny - 2). 

Since tor our special case, n~a: • n;a!, (D.9) slmpllfles1 

If we impose the additional restriction that nx • ny = n 
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and o! • o; = o2, we have 

For the case t n2o.2 a n..~o2 r has the beta dlstrl-0 x y y x' 
button ot (D.8). Consequently, the higher moments for Illa 

may be found without dltflculty for this conditional dis-

tribution. However, in the general case, exact moments for 

r trom (D.7) are quite difficult (it not impossible) to 

obtain. 

James (1956) has prepared tables which may be used tor 

some halt doEen cases of equal sample sizes in working with 

the distribution of m0• rJ James used mo, as defined by 

(6.1.J), and set 

u. <m'o - v.>/C•~/lrtx - i> + .;~ - t>J1/2 
and 

He then found a function of y, u(y), such that 

PC' lu/ ;::_ u(y)J • 2a. 
,..., 

Since D1o and m0 are identical whenever the sample slEes 

are equal, the tables of James may be used to place confi• 

dence limits on µ after computing m0• 

The empirical sampling of Chapter VI throws further 

light on the distribution of m and mo· 



ABSTRACT 

ThJ.a dissertation diacuaaes a method of estimation 

with random sample• drawn from two different normal popula-

tions. !he two populations may be either univariate or 

aultiYariate (provided the populations haYe the same number 

of variates) and the7 are to be parametrically related in 

that the meana (or vector of means) are equal. Since it is 

aaauaed that the two normal populations have a comaon mean 

(or a common vector of means), these COlllllOn parameters are 

jointl7 estimated alons with all the other unknown para-

aetera. !he joint estimates, called iteration eatiaatea, 

are obtained by an iteration aethod developed for solving 

the likelihood equations. 

A detailed study ia aade for the joint estimation of 

parameters when aaapJJ.na from two univariate normal popula-

tions. !he iteration procedure ia baaed on jointly estima-

ting the coaaon mean and the indiridual variances by finding 

a weighted mean and the individual variances about the 

weichted mean. The initial weighted mean ia found bJ" 

taking aa weichta the reciprocals of the eatiaatea ot the 

variance• of the individual estimates of the mean. It is 

proved that the iteration aethod produces an 1Dlique set of 

est!aatea whJ.ch satisfies the likelihood equations. Since 

this set of eatimates ia not always identical with the set 

of maximum likelihood eatiaatea, the conditions under which 



the two sets aay poaaibly ditter are established. Numerical 

examples are et.vea. to illustrate the iteration technique 

and to compare the iteration estimates with aaxiaum likeli• 

hood eatiaatea in the caaea where the7 differ. 

Empirical aaaplin.c, with small sises, is done with the 

aid ot the X B M 650 Computer to obtain intoraation recard-
ing the dietribution ot the iteration estimates and also 

the aazimum likelihood estimates in the cases where they 

differ. !'he experimental results indicate that the itera• 

tion estimate of the common aean tends to be normally dis-

tributed and the iteration estimates of the individual 

· variances are YirtuallJ' unbiased. 

~he iteration procedure is compared with Piaher•s 

Method, which uses the Information Matrix, and ia ~wn to 

cive identical results while requirinc leas coaputation. 

An eztenaion of the iteration procedure is made to the 

case where the saaples are draVD from two bivariate nol'Jlal 

populations vi.th the components of the common vector of 

aeana and the elements ot the individual covariance aatricea 

beinc eat:l.aated jointly. For the particular case in which 

the :lndiri.dual variances within each population ••J' be 

aaawaed equal, it is llhotim. that a linear transformation to 

obtain new uncorrelated variable• will aaterially lessen 

the tiae required for the iteration method. A numerical 

example ia sive.n to illustrate the iteration technique both 



with and without a transformation of variables and a proof 

ia siven to •how that the two method• produce identical 

resulta. 

The iteration procedure is further extended to the 

case where the samples are drawn from tvo aultivariate 

norm.al populations ,which have the same nuaber of variates 

and joint estimates are obtained for the common vector of 

meana and the indiri.dual covariance aatricea. It is a1so 

ahovn that if a ~ear tranaformation can be found which 

sivea new wic0rrelated variables in each population. then 

transformation before iteration greatly reduces the com-

putational labor inwlved in obtaining the joint estimates. 
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